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By the time this article is read, most
growers will have completed their dried
vine fruit harvest. It has been a difficult
season with many challenges.

Although we experienced largely good
drying conditions, after some damaging
rain in January, we have unfortunately
had our smallest crop in many years.

While there have been a number of
influencing factors, the primary cause
of the decline in crop size has been
inadequate grower returns from the late
1990’s until 2007. Seasonal fluctuations
and in more recent times drought and
low water allocations have merely
exacerbated the pressures on growers
trying to remain viable.

Thankfully global stockpiles of dried
fruit have decreased and prices have
firmed accordingly. With all southern
hemisphere producers experiencing
seasonal difficulties and subsequent
reduced yields, we are now anxiously
awaiting the northern hemisphere
harvest to see if this trend continues.

The Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) has held several forums in
recent weeks. Amongst these was
an ADFA Water and Environment
Committee meeting held in early April.
Agenda items included:

■ The National Water Plan

■ Drought update - water allocations,
carryover policy

■ The Mallee Catchment Management
Authority (MCMA) – Drought Impact
Report (Feb 2008)

■ Federal Government review of
drought support measures including
exceptional circumstances (EC)

■ HAL project update – drought
Information delivery for horticulture
program

■ Sustainable Water Strategy for the
Northern Region

A number of policy recommendations
have been referred to the ADFA Board of
Management for consideration at their
next meeting.

Another well attended meeting was the
ADFA Branch Forum held on 14 April
which discussed the:
■ 2008 Crop update – 2008 prices and

grower payments
■ Drought and Water allocations –

carryover and water trade
■ Industry outlook – industry rebuilding

/ redevelopment
■ Marketing projects – pilot organic

certification project

■ Grower contracts
■ Sunbeam Foods Consultative

Committee
■ Other matters – including Greek

currant imports, bio-prospecting
research and future grower training
needs.

Unfortunately it appears likely that
water allocations will be low again next
season and the only access to early
water will be through carryover.

I urge all readers to refer to the Drying
for profit article (page 25) where our
Industry Development Officer (IDO)
John Hawtin has outlined some of the
lessons growers have learnt from their
experience with low water allocations
in 2007/08. Given the continuing tough
outlook it is vital that we share our
knowledge with fellow growers.

In coming months, the board will be
reviewing the ADFA Strategic Plan
to ensure that it is able to provide a
suitable basis for future recovery of the
Australian dried fruits industry. Indeed,
appropriate policies and strategies
aimed at facilitating rebuilding the
Australian industry will be a major
priority.

We all need to realise that the changes
we have seen lately are not going to
disappear when it rains again. We need
to factor in some of these changes
permanently. I am referring to costs of
production, chemicals, fuel and other
inputs will increase as ‘carbon trading’
becomes reality in Australia.

Rebuilding and maintaining our dried
fruit industry has to account for and
predict these shifts and we are seeking
to do this constantly in all we do.

In the meantime, the ADFA will continue
to monitor and have input on matters
that will impact on dried grape growers.
This includes a range of current reviews
relating to biosecurity and quarantine,
export policies and programs, security
sensitive chemicals, Northern Region
Water Strategy, as well as Federal
Government expenditure cuts and
impacts on various programs.

Peter Jones
ADFA Chairman

2008 - Another small crop
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ATGA Chairman’s report

Nick Muraca
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As I write this report at the end of
April, the 2007/08 table grape season
is grinding to an end. Fellow growers
in the Sunraysia district and Western
Australia are nearing the end of their
harvest while our colleagues in the
northern areas finished some time ago.

There is no doubt that this has been a
difficult season for growers from the
west to the east and everywhere in
between.

Mother Nature certainly put the table
grape industry to the test with above
average temperatures, rain at the
wrong place and the wrong time and a
definite lack of rain in other areas – it
has been a recipe for disaster.

The Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) Industry Advisory Committee
(IAC) recently held their annual R&D
investment meeting in Mildura to
consider research and development
and marketing project proposals. The
proposals were prioritised according to
industry needs and a list of endorsed
projects, known as the Annual
Investment Plan, was submitted to the
Horticulture Australia (HAL) Board for
approval.

This proved quite a difficult task.
2007/08 was a very ordinary year for
table grape growers with most regions
reporting reduced yields. As a result
the amount of money collected from
statutory levies this year will no doubt
be much less than previous years and
this in turn limits the IAC’s capacity to
invest in new projects.

After much judicious discussion and
juggling of figures the IAC believe
the outcome is the best that could
be achieved under the current
circumstances. A list of these projects
can be found in the HAL update
on page 22.

Promotions
Looking forward to the next season
with great hope and anxiety, the ATGA
Promotions Subcommittee recently met
with HAL personnel to evaluate this
year’s promotion campaign and to look
at the campaign for next season.

One of the outcomes of this meeting
was to take a different approach to
promotion and consider a long term
campaign. In the past we have simply
adapted the campaign at the end of
each season, building on elements that
worked and modifying those that didn’t.

David Chenu and Michelle Toft from HAL
will prepare a draft proposal for a long
term promotion campaign for the ATGA
to consider. Ultimately, the aim is for the
promotion campaign to fit in with the
direction of our strategic plan which is
up for review later in the year.

Building relationships
ATGA Chief Executive Jeff Scott was
recently invited by the new Federal
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry Tony Burke to accompany him
on a two week trip to China.

Mr Scott believes this was a very
worthwhile exercise. Apart from the
opportunity to build a great working
relationship with the new minister,
Mr Scott said such an occasion could
only benefit the Australian table grape
industry as they worked towards
achieving the much needed market
access for Australian table grapes into
China.

Communication
The ATGA Board is working towards
the possibility of running a national
conference some time in September. At
this stage a conference subcommittee
has held preliminary planning
discussions and we will be in a position
to tell you more in the next edition.

Working towards greater
communication in the industry, and to
the wider public, the ATGA website,
www.atga.com.au, has recently been
relaunched with a new easy to use
platform and revised content. We would
appreciate any feedback from growers
and industry members as to how the
website meets your needs and how we
might improve it.

Until the next edition, and hoping for
a better season next year, all the very
best.

Nick Muraca
ATGA Chairman

Season ends but ATGA
still hard at work
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The Australian Customs Service has
initiated an investigation into the
alleged dumping of Greek processed
dried currants exported to Australia.

The formal inquiry follows an
application made jointly by the
Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) and Sunbeam Foods.

ADFA General Manager, Phil Chidgzey
said the application followed increasing
concerns about the high volume of
Greek currants being imported at very
low prices since the end of 2005.

About 2,000 tonnes of Greek currants
are currently imported to Australia each
year accounting for about 60-65% of
total sales in Australia.

“Export prices for Greek currants to
Australia have declined by as much as
30%, resulting in reduced prices for
Australia’s processors and growers,” Mr
Chidgzey said.

“Price reductions have been most
notable in the industrial segment of the
local currant market.”

Mr Chidgzey said the low priced imports
had meant Sunbeam Foods had been
unable to secure contracts for currants
with the largest bakery outlet in

Australia, an account of approximately
1,000 tonnes per annum.

What is dumping?
Products that are said to be dumped
on the Australian market have been
exported to Australia at a price that is
below the ‘normal value’ of the goods.
The normal value is usually based on
the domestic price of the goods in the
country of export.

The ADFA and Sunbeam claim that
during 2006, the average dumping
margin was estimated at approximately
148%. In 2007 Greek export prices

declined further, to levels as low as
A$1300-1400 per metric tonne raising
the average dumping margins to 200%.

While dumping is not a prohibited
practice under international trade
agreements, remedial action may
be taken where dumping causes (or
threatens to cause) material injury to an
Australian industry.

The investigation
The Australian Customs Service
(Customs) will examine Greek exports
of processed dried currants to Australia
during the period 1 April, 2007 to 31
March, 2008 to determine if dumping
has occurred.

Customs will also examine details of
the Australian market from 1 July, 2003
to determine how the alleged dumped
product has affected the industry.

In making findings on dumping the
Customs Chief Executive Officer must
consider whether:
■ the export price of the goods that

have already been exported to
Australia is less than the normal value
of those goods; and

■ the export price of like goods that
may be exported to Australia in the

future may be less
than the normal
value of the goods;
and
■ because of that,

material injury
to the Australian
industry
producing like
goods has been,
or is being
caused, or is
threatened.

Mr Chidgzey said
the Customs
investigation
would take some
time – but if
successful would
see measures
imposed on
imports that would
allow prices to
improve and this
would impact
positively on the
profitability for
both processors
and growers.

Customs to investigate
alleged dumping from Greece

Cover story

Australian growers have to adopt the most efficient growing practices to compete in global markets.

“Export prices for
Greek currants

to Australia have
declined by as much
as 30%, resulting in
reduced prices for

Australia’s processors
and growers.”



Customs’ inquiry is expected to be of
155 days duration. Interested parties
have 40 days following initiation to
make submissions to Customs.

Provisional measures on injurious
imports have been requested at
the earliest opportunity (consistent
with World Trade Organisation, WTO
requirements). Customs is required to
publish a ‘Statement of Essential Facts’
on day 110 after which interested
parties have 20 days to respond to the
statement.

By day 155 (unless the Minister for
Home Affairs has granted an extension)
Customs is required to forward its final
report and recommendations to the
Minister for consideration. The Minister
is not bound by legislative timeframes
when imposing final measures.

“ADFA is pleased that Customs has
accepted the application for dumping
measures. This follows significant
reductions in returns to growers in
2006 and 2007, brought about by low
import prices for processed currants,”
Mr Chidgzey said.

“Independent pricing for currants sold
in Greece suggests that Greek export
prices are at significant levels of
dumping, which has resulted in material
injury to Australian processors and
growers.

“ADFA also understands that recent
European Union (EU) CAP Reforms have
altered the basis upon which subsidies
have been provided to EU grape
growers and dried grape processors,”
he said.

Until the end of February 2008, Greek
growers of dried grapes were paid
a ‘production aid’ subsidy on the
basis certain yields were achieved.
In addition, a storage aid subsidy and
regulated ‘buy-in’ prices were provided
for under EU regulations.

As of 1 March, 2008 the production aid
scheme was replaced by an acreage aid
under the CAP reform Single Payment
Scheme (SPS). However, ADFA has been
advised by Customs that the SPS is not
an actionable subsidy.

Mr Chidgzey said Greek growers and
processors had received subsidies until
recently, and would continue to receive
further benefits which were understood
not to be paid according to yield
indicators.

“Australian growers receive no such
government assistance and are
substantially disadvantaged by the
market impact of low priced Greek
exports.”

“The ADFA will continue to monitor the

roll-out of the SPS in Greece closely,”
he said.

Competing with dumped
product
If Customs finds Greek processed
dried currants have been dumped on
the Australian market then dumping
measures may be imposed on the
imported goods to offset the effects of
injury.

This will take the form of an interim
dumping duty (IDD) which is usually
imposed for a five-year period.

An alternative remedy to imposing duty
is for the Minister to accept a price
undertaking from the exporter. By this
means the exporter agrees that future
trade will be at or above a minimum
export price (equal to the normal value
or subsidy). Such undertakings also
usually apply for a five-year period.

Mr Chidgzey said anti-dumping
measures will enable the restoration
of fair prices for dried and processed
currants, enabling both the growers
and processor the opportunity to be
profitable and to further invest over the
longer term.

History repeats
This is not the first time that the ADFA

has been in involved in anti-dumping
actions on imported dried vine fruit from
Greece.

In the mid 1980s anti-dumping
measures were imposed to address
the imbalance of subsidies payable to
Greek growers of currants (and other
dried vine fruits).

“Measures were removed on Greek
currants in the early 1990s. Since that
time, exports of Greek currants have
increased to their present levels of
about 2,000 tonnes per annum,” Mr
Chidgzey said.

“Australian growers would like to
supply a greater proportion of the
Australian market. However, present day
export prices which have been at levels
below the price at which local growers
sell dried currants to the processors
do not permit Australian growers and
processors to compete at fair prices.”

This current investigation is the result
of a major project which enables ADFA
and Sunbeam to take direct action to
address activities (dumping) which
impact on prices paid in Australia.

“ADFA is concerned about grower
profitability, diversification and retention
of productive capacity,” Mr Chidgzey
said.

“While we do have to face global
competition, we need to be able to
compete with imports on a fair basis –
hence this action.”

The ADFA, along with Sunbeam Foods,
looks forward to assisting Customs with
its inquiries throughout the 155-day
investigation.

7

Australian dried fruit growers are finding it difficult to compete with cheap imports
from Greece.

“Anti-dumping
measures will enable
the restoration of fair
prices for dried and
processed currants.”
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New face for ATGA website
The Australian Table Grape Association 
(ATGA) website has just undergone an 
extensive redesign and is now live.

While the web address has not 
changed, www.atga.com.au, the look 
and content is very different.

ATGA Chief Executive Jeff Scott said 
the new website had been redeveloped 
with an entirely new platform that was 
easier to navigate. 

“We have also taken this opportunity to 
upgrade the information on the website 
so that it is not just a site for growers, 
but a management tool for whole-of-

industry liaison and communication,” 
he said.

Mr Scott said the new website had 
been designed for the wider community 
and would help promote the Australian 
table grape industry and hopefully drive 
sales.

A special consumer section has been 
added utilising information developed 
during the industry’s marketing 
campaigns in recent years. It includes 
fascinating facts about the industry as 
well as information on nutrition and 
purchasing fresh grapes for use in the 
simple recipe ideas listed.

There’s 
something 
for 
prospective 
buyers too. 
Mr Scott 
said the 
world was 
a shrinking 
and in the 
current 
times of 
information 
technology 
explosion 
many 
enterprises 
did much 
of their 

business via the web. He said the 
general information about the industry 
would potential overseas importers 
in gaining an understanding of the 
Australian product and knowing when 
and what to import to their country.

Mr Scott said the grower resources 
section which is still being developed 
would provide useful information for 
growers to use on their properties. 

“We have a complete list of all current 
levy funded marketing and research 
and development projects, and fi nal 
reports for those that have been 
completed. 

“Work is also progressing on 
information on two of the biggest issues 
facing our industry – water and labour.”

Mr Scott said that the website would be 
an evolving entity with new information 
uploaded as it became available.

“In time I would like to use the website 
as an internal communication system. 
I envisage each of the major growing 
regions having their own section to 
notify members of upcoming meetings 
and events as well as alert them to any 
news that affects them. 

“I would appreciate any feedback from 
growers and industry members as to 
how we can improve the information on 
the website to better suit the needs of 
industry,” he said.

Acting Prime Minister Julia Gillard, 
Treasurer Wayne Swan and 
Employment Participation Minister 
Brendan O’Connor released a road 
map for the reform of vocational 
education and training on 1 April.

The Skilling Australia discussion paper 
sets out the delivery of the Rudd Labor 
Government’s additional 450,000 
training places.

It highlights a new industry demand 
driven approach to training delivery 
which will better match up training 
to the needs of industry – fi nally 
providing businesses with a solution to 
on-going problems with skill shortages.

It will work with businesses to identify 
their needs and tailor training to 
address skill gaps in the workforce.

The independent Skills Australia 
advisory body and strengthened 
Industry Skills Councils will be central 
to the new demand driven reforms.

Combined with new targets to halve 
the proportion of Australians aged 
24 to 64 years without qualifi cations 
at Certifi cate Level III and above 
and double the number of higher 
qualifi cation completions (diploma 
and advanced diploma) by 2020, the 
reforms will also lead to better jobs for 
working Australians.

The roll-out of the fi rst 20,000 training 
places has also started with the initial 
batch of contracts to be delivered to 
registered training organisations who 
will provide the training.

Unemployed people will benefi t from 
this fi rst batch of training places and 
could be in the workforce as early as 
June.

Registered Training Organisations have 
shown strong support for the scheme 
which will provide much needed skills 
to those looking to work in occupations 
currently in severe shortage.

Industries such as childcare, building 
and construction and the mining 
industry are currently facing a chronic 
shortage of skilled workers.

This next roll-out of training places 
will give Australians currently in the 
workforce the opportunity to gain 
formal training and accreditation, 
helping to address skill shortages and 
boost Australia’s productivity levels.

For more information visit www.
productivityplaces.deewr.gov.au.

Reform road map on skills
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Horticulture may be one step closer
to addressing labour shortages with
the Federal Government seriously
considering introducing a seasonal
labour scheme.

As guest speaker at the launch of The
Myer Foundation Melanesian Program
at the Lowy Institute on 27 March,
Parliamentary Secretary for Pacific
Island Affairs the Hon Duncan Kerr said
Melanesia’s greatest asset was not its
extensive mineral resources, but its
people.

Mr Kerr said the Australian Government
was committed to ongoing dialogue
with the region regarding labour
mobility.

“We are studying this complex
issue carefully and Australia is very
keen to learn from the New Zealand
experience,” he said.

“Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, Foreign
Minister Stephen Smith and Trade
Minister Simon Crean have all
had useful discussions with their
New Zealand counterparts on this
experience.

“The Government would like to test the
demand for labour and receptiveness
to a pilot program in various parts of
Australia.

“We then look forward to having a
Pacific-wide discussion on the issue at
the next Pacific Islands Forum Meeting
in Niue.”

The Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) attended the previous Liberal
government’s senate hearing on labour
shortages and the use of Solomon
Islands under a labour scheme.

“The ATGA was very disappointed in
the outcomes of that hearing as we
advocated the critical need for labour
and the labour shortage within the table
grape industry,” ATGA Chief Executive
Jeff Scott said.

“We welcome any initiative that will
alleviate growers’ concerns of obtaining
labour every harvest,” Mr Scott said.

He added that on a recent trip to China,
the Chinese had again bought up the
issue of a training and labour scheme
for their farm managers.

“The Chinese are very keen to have
their farm mangers visit Australia
and work on Australian farms to
enhance their knowledge and skills in
horticultural production techniques.

Australian farmers would also benefit
from such a program as it would
help solve Australia’s labour shortage
problem.”

Growcom Chief Executive Officer
Jan Davis said that Growcom had
repeatedly asked the previous Federal
Government to support a Pacific labour
trial in Australia and welcomed this new
development.

“We recognise that while such a
scheme would provide an additional
pool of workers it would not be a silver
bullet to end all horticulture’s labour
problems,” Ms Davis said.

“But it should be considered as part of
a mix of solutions,” she said.

“We are aware that the Federal
Government is closely monitoring the
NZ scheme. Industry is now lobbying
government to
take the next step
and commit to a
trial in Australia.

“An Australian
trial would enable
the horticulture
industry to tie
down the details
involved in
making such a
scheme work
here, including
accommodation
and transport
arrangements
and regulation of
the scheme.”

Other groups
within the
community are
also calling for
the scheme in
the interests of
strengthening
people-to-people
links with the
south Pacific
region to promote
development
and cultural
understanding as
part of Australia’s
aid program to
the area.

“Growcom
supports the
recent National
Farmers’

Federation (NFF) proposal for a
Workforce from Abroad Employment
Scheme which focuses on the
reciprocal benefits of a Pacific Islands
scheme,” said Ms Davis.

“To help our efforts to get such a
scheme under way, we ask horticultural
growers to get in touch with us with
concrete details of their own situation:
how labour shortages have impacted
upon their business, whether a seasonal
labour scheme could help and how
ready they are to handle overseas
workers by providing accommodation
and transport, for example. Government
is unlikely to act unless it has concrete
evidence of need and preparedness
for meeting the practicalities from the
horticulture industry.”

Government moves to
address labour shortages
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out in 2007/08 by Street Ryan and 
Associates using Industry Partnerships 
Program (IPP) funds allocated by 
the Federal Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry, Peter McGauran.

Australian Dried Fruits Association 
(ADFA) Chairman Peter Jones said the 
report identified the dried fruit sector as 
one area of the organic food industry 
already in strong demand.

“There is apparently a strong market for 
organic fruit with potential retail prices 
20-30% above prices for standard 
retail lines and consequently improved 
returns of the same order at the farm 
gate.

“Even higher prices have been mooted 
for processed organic food products 
containing raisins and/or sultanas,” he 
said. 

Mr Jones said that while no guarantees 
could be given about the level, or 
sustainability, of farm gate prices for 
organic product, demand is likely to 

Australian dried fruit growers are keen 
to begin a pilot program that will help 
them achieve accreditation as certified 
organic producers.

The organic sector is the fastest 
growing food sector in the world. In 
Australia organic production is reported 
to be increasing at 6 –15% per annum. 
Suppliers are battling to keep up with 
demand, with consumption in Australia 
growing at 25-40% each year.

This rapid expansion has also seen a 
maturation of the industry. No longer 
regarded as a cottage industry for 
hippies wishing to live an alternative 
lifestyle, the Australian organic industry 
is now more mature and professional 
and is estimated to be worth $250 – 
$400 million per annum at retail level.

Many conventional farmers have 
converted to an organic system in 
search of higher prices and more 
sustainable farming practices. Their 
knowledge of large scale production 
and marketing has been of enormous 
benefit helping the organic industry to 
reach out to mainstream retailers and 
supermarket chains.

An investigation of alternative 
marketing options for dried fruit 
growers highlighted organic production 
as a possible means of differentiating 
product and improving farm gate 
returns.

The market analysis project was carried 

continue to favour organic products, 
in both domestic and international 
markets.

“The ADFA Board considers the 
development of an organic line of 
production offers growers real potential 
for improved net returns,” Mr Jones 
said. 

“Interested growers have met with our 
Industry Development Officer (IDO) John 
Hawtin to discuss the next steps in 
initiating a pilot program.

“The purpose of establishing a pilot 
organic project is to provide, within 
the ADFA umbrella, a support group 
to assist interested growers to move 
through the organic certification 
process.

“The pilot program can provide a model 
for other growers who wish to traverse 
the same path in the future.”

Pilot program
The ADFA Board has stipulated that in 
conducting the pilot program a supply 
chain approach must be taken, ensuring 
there is two-way flow of information 
through the chain to build superior 
market outcomes and build meaningful 
relationships with other chain partners.  

Mr Jones said that this type of approach 
was the future of modern business 
management and marketing and 
offered an exciting opportunity for those 
growers involved. 

ADFA General Manager Phil Chidgzey 
said the pilot program was open to all 
ADFA grower and processor members.

Sunbeam Foods has organic 
certification and as a processor 
member of ADFA would be assisting 
with the pilot program.

Mr Chidgzey stressed that all grower 
members were welcome to participate, 
irrespective of the processor they 
delivered to. He said it was ultimately 
up to all grower members to negotiate 
their marketing arrangements with 
their processor, and the presence or 
absence of organic certification made 
no difference to this situation.

The importance of 
certification
With demand for organic produce 
growing over the last couple of decades 
there is a real need to ensure the 
integrity of organic product.

ADFA pilot program 
begins for organic certification 

Spray drift from neighbouring properties is a risk to organic grape crops and 
requires additional management strategies.

“It’s a big decision 
for conventional 

growers to decide 
to convert and seek 
accreditation as an 
organic producer.”



More and more markets are demanding
that produce be certified organic as it
is a means of guaranteeing genuine
organic product.

In Australia the Australian Quarantine
and Inspection Service (AQIS) is
responsible for the management of
organic and bio-dynamic produce via a
co-regulatory arrangement with AQIS-
approved certifying organisations.

In 1992 AQIS implemented the National
Standard for Organic and Bio-Dynamic
Produce (commonly referred to as
the Standard) as the Australian Export
Standard for products labelled organic
or bio-dynamic. It has become the
nationally agreed minimum standard for
all certifying bodies.

The Standard provides a framework
for the organic industry covering
production, processing, transportation,
labelling and importation. Products with
labelling which states, or implies, they
have been produced under organic or
bio-dynamic systems must comply with
the minimum requirements stipulated in
the Standard.

Each of the certifying bodies has a
slight variation on the Standard and
monitors their member’s compliance
through a series of documented
procedures and policies which are
regularly inspected.

In seeking organic accreditation a
grower must go through a transition
period followed by a longer probationary
period.

The process begins when new organic
producers undertake a pre-certification
process to provide the basic
documentation and enable any specific
issues requiring particular management
to be identified at an early stage.

After 12 months, producers who have
successfully demonstrated compliance
with organic procedures normally move
to an ‘in-transition’ status where their
product can be marketed accordingly
thus achieving a large measure of the
market benefit of organic production.

For at least the next three years
growers must successfully demonstrate
compliance with all relevant elements
of the standard. This is achieved
through annual audits by the certifying
body. If the grower passes the audits,
the product can be marketed as
Certified Organic.

Agronomic issues
Mr Hawtin said that conversion
to organic production would be
unlikely to involve dramatic change
in management practices for many
dried vine fruit producers. This is

because most growers have already
implemented modern resource
management practices for the
management of water, soils and the
farm environment and these align well
with organic production methods, he
said.

“The main agronomic adjustments for
dried vine fruit are likely to be required
in the areas of the use of harvest
materials and management, weed
control and the use of nutrients,” Mr
Hawtin said.

“For this reason growers who rely on
high input production systems where
fertigation and herbicides are used may
find the greatest adjustment and hence
the highest cost of moving to organic.

“Ultimately, there is an organic
alternative for almost every input in
conventional farming, and it is just a
case of finding these alternatives and
learning how they work.”

In search of answers
Mr Hawtin said the initial meeting with
interested growers was an information
session, with background on the project
and an explanation of Sunbeam’s
involvement.

Victorian Department of Primary
Industries researcher David Madge
spoke generally about organic
production and discussed some of the
challenges that organic growers might
expect to encounter – weed control,
cordon bunch removal, buffer zones and
disease control.

“It’s a big decision for conventional
growers to decide to convert and seek
accreditation as an organic producer,”
Mr Hawtin said.

“Growers were keen to hear about the
potential problems with an organic
system and while enlightening, the
discussion was also a bit frightening.”

Mr Hawtin said that many of the
growers had been confident about the
future of organics when they came to
that first meeting, but by the end of the
discussion most felt a little cautious
about the decision and had many
unanswered questions.

To help resolve this uncertainty and
find out more about adopting organic
practices a field trip to some current
organic dried grape producers will be
held in May. Further meetings will be
arranged during that trip.

Taking it slow
Originally it was thought that the pilot
program would commence as soon as
possible to enable the pre-certification
process to commence with the
possibility that next year’s harvest could
be certified ‘in-transition’.

However, by the first meeting all but
one grower had finished harvest and
there were a number of growers who
had either Zantee Currants or hand pick
meaning they could not delay harvest
in 2009 to fit in with the certification
process.

As a result the group agreed to take
it slow and have a thorough look at
various certifying organisations and
their requirements before making a
decision.

Growers interested in joining the pilot
program should contact Mr Hawtin at
the ADFA on (03) 5023 5174.
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It has been a long tradition of the
Mildura and District Dried Fruits
Association (MDDFA) to support and
encourage young growers entering
the viticulture industry. An important
way of facilitating this is to offer an
award to the top viticulture
student at the Sunraysia
Institute of TAFE.

The 2008 recipient was Craig
Clyne, a second year viticulture
apprentice of Clyne farms,
Pomona.

Mr Clyne was presented with
the latest Australian viticulture
reference books Viticulture One
and Viticulture Two. These books
will serve as a useful resource

as he continues with his career in
viticulture.

The MDDFA congratulates Mr Clyne
on his achievement and wishes
him every success in his career in
viticulture.

Award for top viticulture student

Craig Clyne receives award.
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loading, economic analyses and canopy
efficiencies. Irrigation regimes were
established in season one (2005-2006).

Data from season two gave some
insights – particularly under drought
conditions – but weather (frost, hot
dry winds and drought) interfered with
flowering, fruit set and fruit size. It was
noted:

■ In drought years, early irrigation
– about four weeks before bud
movement when roots begin to grow
– is critical. Fruit growth suppression
early in the season was never
regained.

■ Irrigation strategies that focussed
watering at the critical fruit growth
stages early in the season and closer
to harvest maturity, proved to be
a high risk strategy in a drought
season. Harvest fruit size was
reduced.

Although the previous season provided
no significant difference in response,
‘grower practice’ watering this season
produced significant differences.
Applying 25% more water increased
yields by 8.5% and fruit size by 13%,
providing an additional $1433 per
hectare to the grower. This strategy’s
success depends on the cost and
availability of the additional 3.5
megalitres to produce the additional
crop. This cost benefit is not sustainable
but it provides a benchmark for a
grower to work around.

Crop loads and tree canopies
Larger tree canopies produced larger
crops, but shading reduced leaf
efficiencies and the greater canopy
volume required more water. Fruit size
and quality (soluble solid content) were
also slightly reduced. Total ground cover
by the tree canopy is not the most
efficient, but neither is a 50% cover that
underutilises the orchard potential.

Fruit number also determined water
use. Heavier crops required more water.
Conversely, where water was more
limiting, the crop load needed to be
reduced to maintain an economic fruit
size.

Nutritionally, lighter crops resulted in
increased nitrogen, magnesium and
sulphur levels, whereas reduced water
decreased nitrogen, phosphorous
and boron. Nutritional monitoring and

In response to changes in irrigation
water quality and availability, New
South Wales Department of Primary
Industries (NSW DPI), in cooperation
with the Australian prune industry,
initiated a research project (DP04002)
in 2004 to improve irrigation efficiency.
The primary objectives were to monitor
and compare growers’ use of irrigation
water, and to investigate targeted
irrigation strategies.

A 12 year old d’Agen planting at the
Griffith Centre for Irrigated Agriculture
provided an ideal site to compare
two targeted irrigation strategies –
regulated deficit irrigation (RDI) and
partial rootzone drying (PRD). Smaller
district trial sites were also set up to
monitor grower irrigation practices and
to compare variations in water use.

As water use affects, and is affected
by, most parts of prune orchard
management, it could not be studied
in isolation. Other growing inputs that
were also examined in the project
have included nutritional surveys, crop

Improving water
efficiency for prunes
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If the soil profile is lacking moisture at
full bloom, irrigation is 4 weeks too late
and fruit size will suffer.

“...where water was
more limiting, the crop

load needed to be
reduced to maintain an

economic fruit size.”
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The Australian prune industry mourns 
the tragic accidental death of our 
colleague and friend Peter Dickie.

Peter was not only a prune and grape 
producer, but also served the district as 
a contract machine harvester for olives 
and prunes.

As Chairperson of the national body, the 
Australian Prune Industry Association 
(APIA), from 2002 to 2007, he guided 
the industry through some difficult 
years and oversaw expansion in the 
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area (MIA). 

As a member of APIA’s Industry Advisory 
Committee Peter was enthusiastic 
and passionate about research and 
development. He was always keen to 
share his knowledge and experience 
and always had the time to listen to 
others and patiently work through 
problems. 

Peter was actively involved in the local 
Yenda community as a Director of Yenda 
Producers for 16 years, a supporter of 
St Therese Catholic School and also of 
the Yenda Catholic Church. For many 
years Peter together with members of 
the St Therese School community, grew 
vine rootlings from cuttings which were 
sold the following winter to raise funds 
for the school and church.

We remember fondly his integrity, his 
energy and capacity for work and his 
positive outlook. A true gentleman at all 
times, Peter will be very much missed 
by the industry.

Our heartfelt sympathies are extended 
to his wife Patricia, and children Simon, 
Mark, Erin, Robert and Stephen.

Cheryl Heley, Chair, Australian Prune 
Industry Association.

Vale – 
Peter Dickie

adjustments are an essential part of 
varying irrigation strategies.

Water quality
Water has always been available in the 
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area (MIA), 
although only just in recent seasons. 

At Young very limited water with 
continuing drought has shifted the 
emphasis to water quality. Monitoring 
irrigation water quality during the 
drought continued near Young. With 
electrical conductivity (EC) greater 
than 3 decisiemens per metre (dS/m), 
hardness greater than 800 milligrams/
litre, alkalinity at 450mg/L and chloride 
concentrations above 700mg/L the 
water was not suitable for irrigation, but 
there was no alternative. 

Techniques to ameliorate the effects 
of salty water and to alert growers to 
potential problems were discussed at 
the International Irrigation Symposium 
at Mildura and are being tested.

Current season
While in general the observed 
responses from the previous season 

were confirmed, some new responses 
were noted. 

Mites were an additional problem in 
the strategically stressed plots and the 
concerns about achieving the optimum 
fruit size were still apparent. 

With an early harvest season fruit drop, 
there was a significant dilemma – to 
pick before too many fruit dropped 
and sacrifice fruit quality, or sacrifice 
more fruit on the ground, but give the 
processors a good quality product. 

The future 
Drought, in addition to more limited 
and costly water, is a continuing part 
of prune growing just as much as for 
any other agricultural industry. The 
advantages of prune trees are their 
perennial production, their ability to 
respond to strategic watering and their 
relatively low inputs. 

The cautions are not to sacrifice fruit 
size or quality and to maintain water 
within the rootzone. 

DP04002 ‘Improving prune irrigation 
efficiency’ has been facilitated by 
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) in 
partnership with the Australian Prune 
Industry Association (APIA) and has 
been funded by the national dried prune 
research and development (R&D) levy. 
The Australian Government provides 
matched funding for all HAL’s R&D 
activities.

Contact: Roy Menzies, NSW DPI

Tel: (02) 6330 1213  

Email: roy.menzies@dpi.nsw.gov.au Peter Dickie.

Salt damage is the compromise for using limited poor water quality. Roy Menzies 
samples leaves and young fruit at Wirrimah for salt accumulation.

“In drought years, 
early irrigation – 
about four weeks 

before bud movement 
when roots begin to 
grow – is critical.”
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Prune industry joins forces 
to protect honeybee pollination

Where would we be without 
honeybees? As poetic as this question 
sounds, the answer is not so sweet. 

Honeybees are indeed the hard workers 
that we portray them to be, busy 
buzzing about and pollinating flowers. 
This service is estimated to be worth 
up to $3 billion annually to Australia’s 
agriculture and horticulture industries.

Many horticultural crops are highly 
reliant on European honeybees for 
pollination: apples (100%), cherries 
(90%), apricots (70%) peaches (60%) 
pears (50-100%) and prunes (70%). 
And when pollination is poor, so are 
grower returns with lower yields and 
reduced quality fruit.

There are around 500,000 commercial 
bee hives in Australia, being used for 
paid pollination and honey production. 
However, figures provided by the 
honeybee industry indicate that a 
large proportion of pollination is taken 
for granted, and that much of the 
pollination is provided by European 
honeybees managed for honey 
production and feral European bees. 
Other insects and wind play a much 
smaller role in pollination. 

Despite the importance of honeybees, 
Australia’s honeybee industry faces a 
number of challenges including:

■ Potential incursion into Australia 
of the Varroa mite and other pests 

and diseases. Varroa mite is already 
endemic in most countries. Its 
introduction into Australia would 
eliminate the feral European 
honeybee population and significantly 
damage the managed honeybee 
population. This would have a 
devastating effect on our plant-based 
industries, particularly those reliant on 
honeybees for pollination.

■ Almond production is rapidly 
expanding, placing pressure on the 
current capacity of the beekeeping 
industry.

■ The cost of maintaining hives is 
increasing due to limited access to 
native forest and other natural areas.

The Advancing Industries ‘Pollination 
Australia’ project has been initiated to 
help combat these challenges. As the 
risks affecting the honeybee industry 
will impact on all members of the 
pollination value chain a Pollination 
Industry Alliance has been formed 
between the honeybee industry 
and industries reliant on honeybee 
pollination.

Pollination Australia will develop 
strategies to manage the biosecurity 
risks facing the honeybee industry and 
address such issues as education and 
training of personnel. The alliance will 
strive to provide research development 
and extension that will secure the 

pollination of Australia’s horticultural 
and agricultural crops into the future. 

The Australian Prune Industry 
Association’s (APIA) Industry 
Development Manager (IDM) Anne 
Mooney represented APIA at the 
alliance formation meeting in March 
and will also attend the next meeting 
to be held in mid-May. At the May 
meeting Pollination Australia will 
finalise a business plan to develop and 
implement the action plan agreed upon 
at the earlier workshop.

Details on both these meetings and 
their outcomes will be presented at the 
annual prune conference in October.

Worker bees, the key to high yields of 
good quality fruit. Photo courtesy of 
Alan Clemson DPI NSW.



The 2008 Australian dried fruit 
harvest is nearly finished. As expected 
harvested volume is well down for vine 
and tree fruits, but the prune crop is 
large and may challenge 4,000 tonnes. 

Vine fruit 
The weather has been relatively 
kind and this benefited vine fruits 
as most did not need dehydration 
and quality was good with over 90% 
of the fruit being graded light.

This year Australian growers received 
large price increases for their vine fruit 
as a result of firming global markets. 
Markets have continued to firm and 
this is mainly due to the fact that each 
of the Southern Hemisphere producing 
countries experienced seasonal 
difficulties and reduced yields and as 
a consequence did not have excess 
fruit to add to the global stocks. 

The trade is nervously awaiting the 
Northern Hemisphere harvest, and 
while Turkey looks like having a 
promising year, there are doubts being 
cast over the Iranian crop potential. 

All this is adding to a continuing strong 
market and at this stage Sunbeam 
forecasts a period of high prices. 

Water remains a major concern; 
however, rain resulting in improved 
irrigation allocations may see some 
growers contemplate investment 
in new plantings to take advantage 
of forecast prices. They should 
contact us as our supply contracts 
reflect the strong current markets. 

Tree fruit
As mentioned previously the tree 
fruit harvest is all but complete 
with the exception of dried pears. 

The volume of apricots and peaches 
received by Sunbeam this season 
has reduced dramatically. We will be 
doing our utmost to ensure growers 
get relevant and timely information 
regarding strong prices to allow 
them to evaluate any opportunity to 
purchase temporary trade water.

The Turkish apricot harvest commences 
in about three months and the outlook 
looks very promising for a good crop. 
However, given that the world supply 
of Australian-style apricot is not large, 
it is expected that prices for next 
season will remain strong and growers 

should be looking at, if at all possible, 
ensuring they have adequate water. 

Prunes 
Prune harvest is complete and 
a large volume of average size 
fruit is now being graded. 

The weather held during the pick 
and the only concern was some 
mixed moisture within bins post-
dehydration, which was resolved 
with some extra rotating. 

The recently expanded Angas Park 
prune processing line is now operating 
at full capacity with the new crop. 

The world supply of prunes is not 
under duress as is the case with other 
dried fruits and the very strong dollar 
is seeing branded imported prunes 
on the supermarket shelves at very 
competitive prices. The outlook for our 
2009 crop will depend on the United 
States and European spring crops 
and the strength of the Australian 
dollar. A plus is that irrigators in 
the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area 
(MIA) look likely to get a reasonable 
water allocation next season.

South America
Last month, with some assistance 
from Horticulture Australia (HAL), 
Sunbeam Foods General Manager 
Fruit Supply Chris Ellis was fortunate 
to visit Argentina and Chile to 
view their dried fruit industries. 

The dried vine fruit industries in 
Argentina and Chile are primarily a 
by-product of the table grape industry 
and wine industry. That is, much of 
the fruit dried is either clippings from 
table grapes or whole  bunches of fresh 
grapes that were not able to be sold. 
This is then sold in dried fruit markets in 
neighbouring countries such as Brazil. 

Argentina has potential to expand, 
as it is now doing with prune 
production, but the area in the west 
of Argentina centring on Mendoza is 
rich in water and soils, but prone to 
weather extremes including hail. 

Chile is experiencing many of the 
issues our own table grape industry 
is enduring, but the prune industry is 
expanding rapidly aided by some of 
the world’s best processing factories.

A full report on the Argentina and Chile 
trip will appear in a later edition of The 
Vine.

Sunbeam and Angas Park Contacts:

Chris Ellis: (03) 5051 4403   
or 0419 896 970

David Swain: (03) 5051 4402   
or 0407 834 044

Colin Farey: 0417 875 149

Alan Lister: 0409 437 801

Peter Thompson: 0429 960 234

Bob Jaensch: 0427 337 619
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2008 dried fruit harvest 
almost complete

Argentinean and Chilean dried vine fruit industries are primarily a by-product of the 
table grape industry – pictured are Thompson Seedless grapes left to dry in the sun.

Sunbeam Foods/Angas Park
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Young grower leads the way
“Having just the one block means it’s
easier to do a lot more of the work
yourself,” he said.

“This is a good thing in one way because
it is always difficult to get sufficient good
workers in Robinvale.

“Even though there are a couple of
backpacker hostels in town, we get
few backpackers wanting to pick table
grapes, with most opting for the almond
and olive industries.

“Sometimes we are forced to pay a
premium just to attract workers, but it
isn’t cost efficient for the business,” he
said.

Water a challenge
Fred said that aside from labour, the
massive challenge for the industry was
water and the security of water.

This year Thompson Seedless crops

If there’s one thing Robinvale table grape
grower Fred Tassone is passionate about,
it’s his industry.

Fred runs the family property with
wife Lena. His parents, Josie and Tony,
purchased the 13 hectare property in
1970 and initially grew grapes for wine
and dried fruit. A need to diversify into
more profitable crops seen the farm
gradually planted to table grapes over a
10-15 year period.

Today almost 11ha is planted to table
grapes. Thompson Seedless is the main
variety grown with Menindee Seedless,
Red Globe, Crimson Seedless and Black
America also grown.

The fruit is packed in the field on the
farm and most is marketed under the
brand ‘Tassone’s Produce–Robinvale’ on
the domestic market, although a small
percentage is exported depending on the
season.

When Fred left school he went into
partnership with his parents and two
years ago Fred and Lena took over the
business allowing his parents to retire.

The Tassones are a little different to most
other Robinvale growers in that they only
have the one settlement farm. Most other
growers in the district have two or more
blocks.

Grower profile

“Aside from labour,
the massive challenge

for the industry
was water and the
security of water.”

Tassone’s Produce – Robinvale is a family business, with Fred, wife Lena and children,
Massimo (on bike), Alessio and Helena, all helping out on the property.

across Sunraysia were devastated by
berry collapse. Like most growers in the
district the Tassones’ crops suffered.

Looking back Fred believes his decision
to save water for carryover at the end
of last season rather than irrigate at the
end of harvest had a big impact on his
Thompson crops.

“Postharvest irrigation is so important
particularly in these dry years when
there hasn’t been a ‘real’ autumn break
and I regret that we neglected it last
year,” he said.

“We walk a fine line, choosing to stay in
the industry and struggle through these
current conditions. You have to give your
vines the best chance, but it’s difficult to
outlay money for extra water and then
not get the return.

“In October last year I budgeted that we
would need to get an extra $2.50-$3.00
per box to pay for water, but that figure
was based on last year’s yield. It didn’t
take into consideration the fact that the
ongoing drought conditions would reduce
our final yield by 20-25%.

“Nor did it include the additional costs of
topping up our carryover water for next
season. I have just bought an extra 10
megalitres to ensure we have access to
water early in the season,” he said.

Fred said that good
quality Thompson
Seedless grapes
were attracting
premium prices
in the market, but
unfortunately there
weren’t very many of
them. Regrettably the
prices did not reflect
the volumes lost
with some growers
reporting 60-80% of
their crop lost to berry
collapse this year, he
said.

The Tassone family
continue to solider
on through these
tough times. Fred’s
hands-on approach to
growing means he is
continually checking
the vines to make
sure everything is
going as it should.

Throughout the district
he is recognised as
a young leader with
commitment to the



Since that first program the young
growers have continued to meet on a
regular basis. Whether it be a discussion
of current issues within the industry or
field trips to the Hume and Dartmouth
Catchments, the group is eager to pursue
their quest for knowledge about the
industry that they are involved in.

“The inception of the young growers
group has been responsible for bringing
me to where I am today,” Fred said.

“The group gave me the confidence
to speak up and encouraged us to be
inquisitive and question why certain
decisions were made, or how things
worked.

“It has seen a lot of guys come out of
their shells. This is an essential step
because the youth is the future of the
industry.”

Networking within the group has also

table grape
industry and
its future.

From young
grower to young leader
At 31 years old Fred is one of the
youngest growers to lead the Robinvale
Table Grape Growers Association. He
joined the board of the association in
2004 and in 2005 was elected Chairman.

“I wouldn’t be in this position if it weren’t
for the Robinvale Young Table Grape
Growers group,” he said.

“Without the support of the other growers
and all the exercises we have gone
through I probably wouldn’t have been as
committed or as involved in the industry
away from the farm.”

Formed in July 2003 as an initiative of
the Swan Hill Rural City Council, the
young growers group was created to
bring together young growers aged
mostly between 18 and 30 from around
the district. The aim was to create more
informed and skilled individuals with the
ability to network and influence the well
being of the table grape industry.

It began with an 18 week small business
development program. The mix of guest
speakers included accountants and
exporters who could assist in improving
the farm business, but also extended to
motivational speakers and professional
consultants who helped equip growers
with better communication and time
management skills and deal with stress
relief.

been very valuable, particularly in recent
times where all growers were trying to

make sense of the unprecedented
drought conditions.

To assist with the
networking the growers

have formed their own
website www.young

growers.com. It
lists upcoming
events as well
as links to
technical
advice,
profiles of
some of the
growers
and access
to their
newsletter,
The Dirt.

Fred said the
program had

shown young
growers that they

were an important
part of the table

grape industry.

Six members have
gone on to hold committee

positions with the Robinvale
Table Grape Growers Association and
Lower Murray Water Customer Services
Advisory Committee.

Fred is currently the Chairman of
the Robinvale Table Grape Growers
Association and is also a proxy delegate
for the Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA).

“It’s sad but when we talk about
representation within the industry body,
there is a missing generation of growers,
particularly in Robinvale,” Fred said.

“There are quite a lot of growers who are
in their 50s and older, and then us young
growers who are around 30. That means
there are 20 years of growers who never
had the support and encouragement of
something like the young growers group
to help them participate in their industry.”

Fred said that a key strength of the
Robinvale table grape community was its
people.

“We have a community of strong
family-run businesses where the older
generations are actively working to
impart their skills and knowledge to their
younger generations.

“This is a huge plus for our industry,
and a bit of a rarity with many other
industries struggling to retain their youth,
and I’m sure it will hold us in good stead
as we move forward into the future.”
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“The program had
shown young growers

that they were an
important part of the
table grape industry.”
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Drastic times call for drastic measures
and sometimes the gamble pays off.

Waikerie stone fruit grower Kris Werner
made a decision last June when he
heard the 2007/08 irrigation season
would open with only 0-4% of his usual
entitlement.

He would sacrifice the 2007/08 crop in
order to save the trees.

“We made the decision that if the
season opened with less than 8% then
it was probably going to be a bad year
and the chances of receiving 30-40% of
our entitlement would be slim,” he said.

“And we couldn’t grow a crop with
that.”

The four hectare orchard at Waikerie
has been recently redeveloped with
20% of plantings under five years old
and no trees older than 15 years.

“We didn’t want to lose our trees and
have to start over,” he said.

“We envisaged that it would be a 10
year program to get back to where we
are now.

“Maybe we think too much, but
surely we wouldn’t be the only ones
affected and this would put pressure
on nurseries to produce new trees.
So it might take three or four years to
get new trees and a further three or
four years for them to start producing
commercial quantities.

“We just couldn’t afford to lose our
trees.”

Frequent phone calls to South
Australia’s Minister for the River
Murray, Karlene Maywald, to stress
the importance of water to permanent
plantings and the likely consequences
of such small water allocations fell on
deaf ears. Without rain, she couldn’t
allocate water she didn’t have.

By July, with flowering not too far off
the Werners decided to do something
radical – they took to the orchard with
chainsaws and removed two-thirds of
the wood.

Boughs that were 3.5-4 metres tall
were cut back to 1.8m with a chainsaw.

“The orchard looked empty and almost
like a bonsai nursery compared to what
it had been,” Mr Werner said.

“The neighbours thought I had gone
mad.”

“But in the end we thought it much
wiser to lose one or two year’s income
and to have our trees back in full
production as soon as adequate rain
allows, rather than watch the trees die
and then start over.

The irrigation system was also given
an overhaul. Water bird sprinklers
were blocked off and in-line microjets
installed.

The Federal Government’s Irrigation
Management Grant of up to $20,000
was a valuable assistance. Mr Werner
said he applied for and received the
grant which covered the costs of
switching to a more efficient irrigation
system and adding a filtration system.

“We went from watering 15m at a
time with the water bird sprinklers to
just 2.4m along the tree line and that

Severe pruning saves
drought-affected trees
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“With a final allocation
of only 32% of their

irrigation entitlement,
the Werners had 11ML

to irrigate 4ha of
apricots and peaches.”

Following the severe pruning last July, the orchard has regrown and is looking good.



Sawn off structural limbs have sprouted and are ready to crop next season if there
is adequate water.

“The trees have bounced back after
a bit of rain and we have new shoots
sprouting.

“Everyone, including us, is amazed at
how well the orchard looks given the
circumstances.”

With the outlook for next season still
looking grim Mr Werner had this advice
for growers: “The first thing you need to
do is work out whether you want to try
and struggle through the season or exit
the industry,” he said.

“If you decide to stay then find out as
much as you can about how to go about
saving your trees and how much water
may be available so that you can plan
ahead.

“What ever decision you make, stick by
it, because the last thing you want to do
is second guess yourself.”

As for the Werner’s, things are looking
up. They were able to purchase
temporary water to carryover for next
season. This will be important as it will
enable them to frost irrigate.

“There’s no point hanging on to a crop
if you can’t finish it off and the extra
water is a little bit of insurance for this,”
he said.

allowed us to get through the season
with only 2.5 megalitres per hectare.

“This is astounding because we had
completed an irrigation course earlier
and were told that stone fruit needed
10-12ML/ha.

With a final allocation of only 32% of
their irrigation entitlement, the Werners
had 11ML to irrigate 4ha of apricots
and peaches.

“It was trial and error for us and
thankfully it worked,” he said.

“There was a time when they
announced more water where we
thought we had made a huge mistake
and perhaps could have carried a crop,
but as it turned out the increase in
allocation wouldn’t have been enough
to maintain a full size tree and we
would have lost fruit to the frosts with
no water for frost control.

“Now the season is over we know we
made the right decision.
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GRAFTED
VINES – 2008

Black American on
Kober 5BB (potted)

Menindee Seedless on H5
Sultana (metre high)
Menindee Seedless

on Paulsen
Menindee Seedless

on Freedom
Menindee Seedless

on Kober 5BB
Menindee Seedless

on Own Roots
Crimson Seedless on Paulsen

Crimson Seedless on
Kober 5BB (potted)
Crimson Seedless on

Freedom (potted)
Crimson Seedless on
Richter 99 (potted)
Red Globe on Dog
Ridge (metre high)

Sultana H5 on Ramsay
“We didn’t want to
lose our trees and
have to start over.”
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Symptoms and causes of
Thompson Seedless berry collapse

By Davinder P. Singh, Michael Treeby, Tori Nguyen, Kristen Pitt and Peter Clingeleffer

widespread in the Murray
Valley with most growers
severely affected, the
incidence and severity of
the problem has varied
between, and within,
properties. This has
provided the researchers
with an opportunity
to link practices with
incidences to identify
the ‘best practices’ that
may enable growers to
minimise the incidence
of berry collapse in
future seasons. This information, when
collated, will be provided to growers at
a later date.

Symptoms
The berry collapse problem becomes
visually obvious at around véraison
(berry softening).

The visual symptoms generally
involve brown markings leading
to discolouration and collapse
predominantly at the distal end of the
berry (furthest from the stalk). The
presence of affected berries on a bunch

lowers the visual
appeal and hence
marketable quality
of the bunch as a
whole.

Laboratory studies
have also shown
that moisture loss
from detached
berries with the
brown markings
is higher than
unblemished
berries suggesting
that one of several
reasons for cell
death/berry
collapse may be
water loss through
the berry skin.
This is supported
by the fact that
collapsed berries
have higher sugar
levels.

Furthermore,
berries showing
early stages

Thompson Seedless (Vitis vinifera var.
Sultana syn. Thompson Seedless) is
the most popular table grape variety on
the domestic market and is also a key
export variety.

The South West region of New South
Wales and North West region of Victoria
are a significant part of the Australian
table grape industry, accounting for
over 80% of Australia’s table grape
growing properties and the majority
of Australia’s Thompson Seedless
production.

In season 2008, the occurrence of
berry collapse in Thompson Seedless
table grapes has been widespread,
with massive losses in the Robinvale,
Sunraysia and Riverland districts. This
contrasts with similar problems with
berry collapse in Thompson Seedless
reported in 1998 and 2001, where
significant losses were largely restricted
to the Robinvale district. This problem
has been investigated by CSIRO Plant
Industry in collaboration with the
Department of Primary Industries,
Victoria.

While the problem in 2008 has been

of berry collapse are susceptible to
longitudinal berry splitting following
a rain event, as occurred in January
2008.

Berry collapse starts with loss
of tissue
In order to either reduce or eliminate
the berry collapse, identifying the
onset of this process is important in
understanding the symptomology and
therefore the physiology of the disorder.
Healthy and collapsed berry sections
were stained with fluorescein diacetate
and their tissue structure examined
under the microscope.

Berry collapse is associated with
the loss of internal structure and the
absence of viable cells in the flesh
beneath the collapsed part of the
Thompson Seedless berry.

Cells in healthy berries are compact and
are arranged regularly whereas cells of
collapsed berries are abnormal in shape
and are arranged irregularly. No viable
cells were observed in the collapsed
part of the berry and effectively, the
berry was only being held together by
the skin. This observation suggested
that collapse was linked to the berry
tissue ‘dismantling’, but the primary
trigger is unknown.

Causes
A number of environmental factors
and management practices may
be contributing to berry collapse
incidences; for example heat stress;
water stress; soil fertility and texture;
rootstocks; and gibberellin (gibberellic
acid GA) application to increase berry
size and cincturing, a management
practice used to enhance berry size

Progression of visual symptoms from véraison onwards.

Collapsed Thompson Seedless grape berries on intact bunch.



underestimated; progress in
the past has been hampered
by the seasonality of berry
collapse.

Potential treatments
During the project a number
of compounds found naturally
in plants have been assessed
for their potential to reduce
the incidence of berry collapse
in Thompson Seedless.
These include the hormones,
jasmonic acid (JA) and salicylic
acid (SA) which are involved
primarily in the plant’s defence
mechanisms against pathogen
attack and hence cell death.

Preliminary data from 2006/07
suggested that SA slightly
reduced the incidence of
berry collapse whereas JA
did not have any impact on
berry collapse incidence. Data
collection and analysis from an
extensive field trial conducted
to assess these hormones
under commercial conditions
in a Birdwoodton vineyard,
which had a major problem in
2007/08, has not been finalised.

Trials were also undertaken with a
number of proprietary products. One
such product increased the incidence
of berry collapse compared to control
untreated bunches suggesting that
it might be triggering the cell death
or causing berry collapse via some
unknown mechanism. In the future,
this product will be used as a tool to
determine biochemical and molecular
reasons for berry collapse.

Take home message
The microscopic symptoms suggest
that berry collapse is associated with
the loss of tissue structure.

It seems that heat stress may be
triggering cell death and GA application
may be exacerbating the berry collapse
incidence in some seasons when
elevated temperature conditions were
observed.

Results from glasshouse trials have
confirmed a link between GA sizing
treatments and heat stress and the
incidence of berry collapse in Thompson
Seedless. Water stress and cincturing
appear to increase the problem.

In season 2008, incidence and severity
of the problem varied between
growers and within properties. Hence,
there is an opportunity to link grower
practices with incidences to identify
the ‘best practices’ that may enable
growers to minimise the incidence of

which is carried out on mature and
well-established vines.

Our investigation on climatic conditions
and management practices suggest
that one of several reasons for the
tissue loss in collapsed berries may be
high temperature in some seasons and
not others during the period when GA is
sprayed for berry sizing.

Temperatures were on average 5-10°C
higher during late November in the
three seasons (1997/98; 2000/01
and 2007/08) when widespread berry
collapse was observed, compared
to other seasons when there was
no, or very low, incidences of berry
collapse. There is also some evidence
that the problem may be increased by
cincturing.

Glasshouse studies
In 2008, glasshouse trials were set
up to test the linkage between high
temperature during GA application
and the subsequent incidence of berry
collapse in Thompson Seedless.

Sultana vines on Ramsey rootstock
were removed by backhoe from
a vineyard and re-planted in 200
litre plastic drums in late 2006. The
vines were pruned back heavily, and
allowed to re-shoot to ensure there
were sufficient bearers with fruitful
buds for the 2008 season. The potted
vines were placed in two glasshouses
prior to budburst in September, 2007,
and a different temperature regime
was imposed in each during the early
stages of berry development, from 19
November to 9 December, 2007. One
glasshouse had an average temperature
of 24.7°C (with minimum and maximum
temperatures of 14.4°C and 42.7°C)
and the second a daily average
temperature of 33.1°C (with minimum
and maximum temperatures of 14.4°C
and 56.0°C). On each vine, half of the
bunches were dipped three times,
approximately weekly, in 30 parts per
million (ppm) GA after berry set.

The glasshouse studies have shown
that berries on bunches that were
dipped in GA and borne on vines that
were exposed to higher temperatures
show typical berry collapse symptoms
and were also more prone to other
forms of heat damage. The problem
was exacerbated when a water stress
treatment was also included.

Microscopy on berries collected from
field and glasshouse showed identical
symptoms ie.. loss of tissue; this
confirms that berry collapse symptoms
can be reproduced under controlled
conditions. The strategic importance
of the glasshouse trial shouldn’t be

berry collapse in future seasons. This
information, when collated will be
provided to growers at a later date.
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Width wise (transverse) cross-sections through
Thompson Seedless berries stained with FDA
(fluorescein diacetate) showing loss of viable cells
in the lower half of the berry. FDA stains viable
cells green.

Healthy Collapsed
Berry Berry
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HAL investment
of levy funding
in new R&D
projects for the
grape industries
in 2008/09
will be limited
following a
season of smaller
than usual grape
crops.

Both the table
and dried grape

industries reported drought-affected
crops would substantially reduce the
revenue generated from statutory levies
for the 2008/09 year and this would in
turn limit the capacity to invest in new
research projects.

The HAL Industry Advisory Committees
(IACs) for both the table and dried grape
industries recently held their annual
R&D investment meetings to consider
the R&D and marketing program
budgets for the next financial year
and endorse new proposals for HAL to
approve and take through to contracting
with the provider.

Proposals must address the priority
needs of the industry (as outlined in the
dried fruits and table grape strategic
plans), with the underlying goal of
improving the viability of levy payers if
they are to be endorsed by the IAC in
the Annual Investment Plan submitted
to the Horticulture Australia (HAL) Board
for approval.

The new proposals that received IAC
endorsement were:

Table grape levy projects:
■ Development of novel table grape

varieties for commercial release in
Australia: Western Australia case
study using CSIRO hybrids.

■ Minor use permits for the table
grapes industry

■ Table grape industry development
needs assessment

■ Data collection program.

Table grape levy and voluntary
contribution project:

■ Domestic market access for
Queensland table grapes and

Table grape voluntary contribution
project:

■ 7th Australian table grape technical
conference

Dried grape levy projects:
■ Dried grape industry development

needs assessment
■ Submissions regarding the Japanese

positive list to address provisional
maximum residue limit (MRL)

■ Dried grape program evaluation.

Dried grape voluntary contribution
project:
■ International dried grape conference -

Mildura November 2008
■ 8th international symposium

of grapevine physiology and
biotechnology

The voluntary contribution projects do
not use levy funds. They function by an
industry body or stakeholder providing
the funds for a research project that
are then matched with Commonwealth
funds through HAL. The dried grape
industry has been able to fund several
projects recently by obtaining the
voluntary contribution from the industry
trust funds. Once the Annual Investment
Plan is approved, the new proposals
undergo a contracting phase where
the concerns of the IAC and project
managers are addressed before final
project approval is given by the HAL
Board.

HAL is ultimately responsible for
the investment of industry R&D and
marketing levies and the matching
funds provided by the Commonwealth
Government for R&D projects and
therefore it is the HAL Board, and not
the IAC, that must approve each project.

The current input through the IACs
is highly valued and it would be rare
that proposals without endorsement
would be approved or proposals with
endorsement rejected, although HAL
must work within the constraints of
matching Commonwealth funding
limited to .5% of the average Gross
Value of Production for the horticulture
industry.

Strategic planning
The last issue of The Vine provided
an update on the development of
a strategic plan for the horticulture
industry known as Future Focus.
Although the plan is due for completion
in November 2008 much of the
analysis and modelling tools are now
available. The grape industries intend
to utilise this information and tools

in the development of new industry
specific strategic plans which will be in
place before the next round of Annual
Investment Plan meetings are held in
2009. The strategic plans will cover the
future direction for the investment of
the marketing levies.

For the table grape industry, a working
group will be convened to develop
the strategic direction for future
public relations, advertising and in-
store promotion of table grapes. The
Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) is working with HAL to map out
necessary research required to support
the group in this process.

The recent meeting of the ATGA
marketing committee recognised that if
eating quality does not match consumer
expectations and the merchandising
is poor, with little or no maintenance
of product on display, then the push
through the promotion program to
increase the size and frequency of
purchase will be severely hampered.

This was supported by the recently
conducted consumer tracking study of
horticultural products which indicated
that 88% of 600 consumers listed
the quality of the table grapes at the
last purchase as an important factor
in making the purchase decision and
that 73% would purchase more often if
product quality looked better in store.

Given consumers normally shy away
from repurchasing for four to six weeks
following a poor experience with a
product it is easy to see why poor fruit
quality and immaturity remain major
issues for the industry despite the
investment to date in voluntary product
standard schemes.

The industry experience to date
indicates the only model that ensures
high consumer confidence in table
grape quality is the regulatory backed
inspection scheme operating in Western
Australia. With the rest of Australia
not having this regulatory support the
industry is left to seek the voluntary
support of producers and retailers to
meet the expectations of consumers
with regard to product quality.

Further insight into the various
programs and projects undertaken
or funded by HAL to assist Australian
horticulturists is provided on the HAL
website. www.horticulture.com.au

Industry investment limited
by drought-affected crops

Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) update

HAL Industry
Services Manager,
Ross Skinner
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Season ends on poor note
purchased on the open market until 15
June.

The purchase of water on the open
market fluctuates with demand. Last
year prices were as high as $1,200
a megalitre and unfortunately many
growers purchased at this price to
secure water, only to see the price fall
when further allocations of water were
announced.

The Federal Government has announced
a water buy-back program and
information from some water authorities
state that there has been very little
uptake of the Government purchase offer.

Annual conference
The ATGA is planning to hold an annual
conference later in the year. The date is
yet to be confirmed but will most likely
be mid September.

A steering committee has been
established to consider a theme for the
conference, where best to conduct it,
sponsors and guest speakers.

It is hoped that the conference will cater
for all growers and be well supported
by all states. Growers will be advised as
more information becomes available.

ATGA website
The new ATGA website – www.atga.
com.au – has just been launched.

Completion of the website has taken
some time, but it is hoped the new
platform won’t have too many problems
now it is live. The site will be routinely
updated and the ATGA welcomes any
input from growers and industry.

Growers are encouraged to take
ownership of the website and use
it as a communication tool.

The website will be an effective way
of getting information out to growers
very quickly, and a means of publishing
information about new events or
activities that affect all stakeholders,
promotion activities and research
projects currently under way. In time
it is hoped to have a section for each
region where industry leaders can place
information relevant to your area.

Sunraysia is now
finishing their
harvest and it
has not been a
very good year
for production.

Most growers
reported final
yields were
down by an
average of 40%
as a result of
the drought and
heat stress.

A major concern within the region is
berry collapse in Thompson Seedless. In
some cases up to 80% of the crop was
lost to the disorder, and this has certainly
placed those growers in financial
difficulty.

The cause of berry collapse is yet to be
concluded, even though the Australian
Table Grape Association (ATGA)
commissioned CSIRO with a $750,000
research project which is now in its fifth
year.

Sunraysia had a massive heat wave in
mid-November and another one just prior
to harvest. Also complicating the issue
has been the drought in the Murray-
Darling Basin. Growers had to be very
prudent in their irrigation of vines with
Goulburn Murray Water only announcing
an allocation of 15-20% of growers’
normal entitlement by December.

CSIRO is looking at the factor of heat
stress, water stress and gibberellic acid
(GA) applications during extreme heat as
possible causes of berry collapse.

It is hoped that CSIRO will produce some
recommendations of their research in the
coming season.

Further information on progress in the
berry collapse project can be found on
page 20.

Water
Availability of water for irrigation is an
ongoing concern for Sunraysia growers.

The new irrigation season is expected
to open on 1 July, 2008 with zero
allocation. Growers with carryover
from the 2007/08 season will receive
their water before any entitlements for
2008/09 are released.

Growers who have not used all of their
allocation for 2007/08 are advised to
consider carrying that water over so they
have access to water in the early part
of the season next year. Alternatively
additional water for carryover can be

Quality
Poor quality fruit has again been a big
issue in the Eastern states this season.

Inferior fruit results in poor returns to
growers but also impacts on those
growers who produce good quality fruit.

Western Australia has set the ground
rule with maturity standards backed by
state legislation. As outlined in the cover
story last edition, this approach has been
very effective in reducing the amount
of immature fruit hitting the market and
has helped to raise grower returns.

GrapeConnect has been doing an
excellent job of self-regulation for
Queensland. However, the system is
self-regulated and as good as it has
been, there are still some growers who
do not adhere to the required standards.

All growers need to support each
other and only supply mature fruit and
we will all benefit in the long run.

Strategic plan under review
Horticulture Australia (HAL) is completing
its Future Focus program which sets the
strategic directions for all horticulture
commodity groups in the future.

It is envisaged that all commodity
groups will be aligned in their strategic
thinking to the future and one of the
outcomes of Future Focus is expected
to be templates to be used in strategic
planning for peak industry bodies.

This information will be timely as the
ATGA strategic plan is due for revision.

In developing a new strategic plan
for the industry the ATGA will involve
all stakeholders. Forums will be held
throughout the country, at a date to be
advised, to gain everyone’s perspective
for collation into an all encompassing
strategic plan.

On the research front, HAL through
its subcommittee HMAC (Horticulture
Market Access Committee and
WGMARD (Working Group for Market
Access Research and Development), is
also reviewing its strategic approach
to research for market access.

The ATGA will have direct input to the
strategic planning as I have been asked
to be a participant on a committee
on how best to coordinate research
funding and priorities in the future. To
date $15 million has been spent on
market access research of which $6m
has been allocated to domestic access
and $9m to international access.

ATGA CEO, Jeff Scott
“All growers need to

support each other and
only supply mature
fruit and we will all

benefit in the long run.”
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freedom on petrol and diesel. The
scheme will also expand to include
excise freedom for fuel used in
machinery, plant and equipment.

Farmers currently registered for the
special transitional claim arrangements
using a fax-back mechanism
should note that this facility will be
discontinued from 1 July, 2008.

The Australian Tax Office will also
be writing to all those registered for
early payments under this scheme to
advise them of this change. For more
information visit: http://www.ato.gov.au.

Farm exit grant update
The National Farmers Federation
(NFF) has provided updated data on
the uptake of Farm Exit Grants – an
Australian Government policy to assist
those farmers who, as a result of the
drought, choose to leave the land.

As of 25 March 2008, 278 claims had
been lodged for exit grants, of which
eight had been successful. These
successful applicants are from the
viticulture, dry fruit and beef sectors
and predominantly based in Victoria.

An additional 18 claims have also
been successfully pre-assessed,
however, at this stage they are yet
to be taken up. These applicants
have until 30 June, 2008 to activate
the claim and exit their farm.

The NFF has also been informed
that 23 claims were rejected, largely
due to issues with paperwork.

The NFF encourages members,
where possible, to offer paperwork
assistance to those farmers looking
to access the Exit Grant Scheme.

Labour shortage action
plan launched
Launching its 2008 Labour Shortage
Action Plan recently, the NFF
addressed the nature and extent of
labour shortages across the various
subsectors and occupations within
agriculture, defining the unmet
demand for labour across agriculture.

The plan makes 42 recommendations
to address the labour shortfall in
agriculture as part of the greater and
holistic problem of regional depletion.

It stresses a coordinated and multi-
faceted approach to attract more
Australians to agricultural careers,
deliver better education and training
and incentives for career development,
and more comprehensively accessing

Dried grape imports rose by
more than 5,000 tonnes in the
past 12 months, reflecting the
drop in Australian production.

In the 12 months ending 29 February,
2008, dried grape imports totalled
25,457t, 5,020t more than for the
same 12 month period in 2007.

Currants 2,024t

Sultanas 18,997t

Others 4,436t

Total 25,457t

Currant imports were up 153t over
this period, with Sultana and other
dried grape (TSRs) imports rising
by 4,089t and 778t respectively.

As previously reported, higher imports
in 2007/08 have been needed to supply
domestic dried grape consumption in
Australia which has been relatively
stable at around 35-40,000t per annum
for several years. In 2007 the total
harvest dropped to less than 20,000t
and latest indications are that the
2008 crop will be less than 10,000t.

ADFA Federal Council 2008
This year’s Growers’ Open Forum and
formal Annual Federal Council Meeting
will again be held on consecutive days.

The Growers’ Open Forum will run
from 1.30pm to 4.30 pm on Monday
21 July and the formal ADFA Federal
Council meeting will run from 9am
till 12.30pm on Tuesday 22 July.

The venue for both meetings will again
be Mildura Settlers, Eighth st, Mildura.

The Growers Open Forum program
will cover a broad range of topics and
include presentations from HAL industry
Advisory Committee Chairman Tony
Martin on marketing and R&D projects
and from ADFA Chairman Peter Jones.

Federal Council’s formal
business will include:
■ A presentation on the Board of

Management report for 2007/08
■ A consideration of audited

financial statement for 2007/08
■ Board elections

■ Constitutional matters
■ Board or branch motions

on current issues.
■ Other matters raised by councillors.

Fuel tax credits expanded
Members are advised that as of 1 July,
2008, the Fuel Tax Credit Scheme
will be expanded to include excise

workers from abroad, at both the entry-
level and highly-skilled levels of work.

The NFF’s analysis finds that six
of the seven most demanded
occupations are highly-skilled,
that entry-level work is a valuable
source of training, that remuneration
across the sector is competitive,
and that no one solution alone can
solve the sector’s labour crisis.

The plan is a comprehensive and
strategic document, which will
be followed in coming months by
a series of specific proposals for
each area the plan addresses.

A copy of NFF’s Labour Shortage
Action Plan is available at: http://www.
nff.org.au/read/2450121502.html.

CDMA network to close
The Minister for Broadband,
Communications and the Digital
Economy, Senator Stephen Conroy,
recently announced that Telstra
has met the requirements to allow
closure of its CDMA mobile phone
network from 28 April, 2008.

Telstra has committed to continue to
resolve customers’ issues through
its dedicated 1800 888 888 freecall
hotline and handset replacement
program for people experiencing Next G
coverage difficulties until 1 July, 2008.

Beyond 1 July, Telstra will continue
to offer handset exchanges
in genuine cases using its
established mobiles customer
service phone-line on 125 111.

Customers who do not believe they
have had their network switchover
issues resolved using Telstra’s
hotline will still be able to contact
the Department of Broadband,
Communications and the Digital
Economy on freecall 1800 883 488.

Telstra has also worked with customers
using CDMA for remote data monitoring
through telemetry systems, and with
customers who have their home
phone services provided by CDMA
technology, so equipment is available
to ensure equivalent service.

Once the shut-down of the CDMA
network is complete, Telstra will
be able to focus its resources and
energy on improving and expanding
the Next G network, providing
high levels of customer service
to Next G customers, and to help
the small number of customers
still holding CDMA equipment.

Dried grape imports continue to rise

ADFA Board of Management news
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Drying for profit activities

Hindsight, a valuable tool
for next season

There is no
doubting that

it has been a
tough season

for a lot of growers and that it may
remain that way with the outlook for
next season bleak with respect to water
allocations.

Producing a crop during a drought when
water allocations are low is not easy,
but growers at the Mildura, Merbein and
Red Cliffs branch committees set out to
learn from one another’s experiences
this past season.

Australian Dried Fruits Association
(ADFA) Industry Development Officer
John Hawtin came up with the idea to
get growers to talk to each other about
their successes and failures and learn
from each others experiences in order
to have better and clearer management
strategies for the coming season.

He said this past season had provided
many challenges for growers.

“The combination of prolonged drought
conditions and low water allocations
was unprecedented so there were
no easy answers as to what actions
growers should be taking,” he said.

“Now that the season has ended
growers have had a chance to review
their management strategies and make
appropriate changes for the upcoming
season where availability of water is
expected to remain a major concern.”

With the benefit of hindsight growers at
the branch committee meetings were
asked to identify what practices did and
didn’t work, what should have been
done and what they would do next year.

Across the three groups there were
some common messages. Only when it
was too late did many growers realise
that they:
■ Didn’t apply enough water to

maintain soil moisture throughout the
dry winter experienced last year.

■ Didn’t apply enough water pre-bud
burst.

■ Didn’t enter the water market early
enough to get carryover water and
add to low allocations.

■ Should have maintained a cover
crop and sprayed with glyphosate
to keep a standing dry/dead cover
crop to reduce sun reflection rather
than slashing cover crop to near bare
earth.

Mr Hawtin said that perhaps the biggest
regret by growers was that they didn’t
apply enough water pre-bud burst.

“Bud burst is such an important stage
in the annual cropping cycle of the vine.

“What growers found this season was
that insufficient irrigation in the lead up
to bud burst meant that bud burst was
weak and vines didn’t get off to a good
start as they came out of dormancy.

“As a consequence growth of the
entire vine was affected, shoots did
not develop as well as they should and
bunches tended to have fewer berries
and didn’t develop to their full potential.

Growers had three key goals for next
season:
■ Make sure that the soil is wet up over

winter if needed.

■ Make sure there is plenty of water
available for vines pre-bud burst.

■ Consider buying enough water to
carry over and buy water earlier
(when possibly cheapest) to
supplement allocation to maximise
crop. Growers noted that in cases
where extra water was bought crops
were much better than those crops
which only received their nominated
allocation.

Mr Hawtin said the exercise had
proved very useful. Not only had
growers had the opportunity to review
their management practices, but the
open discussion between growers on
their own personal experience had
stimulated some new ideas, he said.

One grower will try using polymers
applied to the soil on a patch this
season. The use of polymers may
improve the water holding capacity of
sands by retaining water for a longer
period and reducing percolation of the
water through the soil.

Another grower said he would do

something similar to the management
system used by Bruce Chalmers. He
aims to silly plough out a furrow under
the vines and fill it with composted
cow manure. The drip line will then be
placed on top of the compost. The aim
of the exercise is to build up the organic
component of the soil under the vine
in the dripper wetted zone. This should
help retain moisture in the soil for
utilisation by the vine.

Planning for the future
The Department of Sustainability and
Environment (DSE) has made it very
clear that if the season continues to be
dry there will be zero allocation on 1
July, 2008.

Growers need to prepare for another
year of low allocations. One of the first
steps is to develop a water requirement
budget and plan accordingly. Some
of the biggest regrets from the past
irrigation season were not keeping the
soil wetted up during a dry winter, not
applying a good irrigation pre-bud burst
and not having adequate soil moisture
at critical growth stages.

Based on the experience of last year, it
is likely that the first water allocations
won’t be made until October. If growers
have not carried over any water, this
will be too late for pre-bud burst
irrigation and there may not be enough
available at fruit set.

A risk management plan which includes
purchasing water now to carry over
needs to be considered if growers are
going to produce a crop in 2009.

At the time of writing temporary water
cost about $300/megalitre having been
as low as $220/ML in February. It is
uncertain where the price of water will
move to, but it is more than likely to rise
if the demand increases.

Decisions about purchasing water for
carry over need to be made now as
water trading finishes on 15 June.

“Perhaps the biggest
regret by growers

was that they didn’t
apply enough water

pre-bud burst.”

“Growers need to
prepare for another

year of low allocations.”
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how could he pool his better
bookkeeping skills with his
neighbour’s better growing and
irrigation skills and another
neighbour’s passion for
machinery.

“Surely a couple of heads are
better than one and the end
result would be better farming,”
she said.

Mrs Strange said that it made
sense to set up some sort of
share farming, partnership, or
other business arrangement
to allow several growers to
collaborate and farm together
pooling their skills and
resources for a better farming
result and hopefully better
profit result.

“I don’t have to tell you that
times are tough and that we
are not going back to the good
old days,” she told growers.

“Recently the price of fuel has
doubled, followed closely by the
price of nitrogenous fertilisers, the
increasing value of the Aussie dollar
has significantly reduced the returns
from export, water allocations are just a
probability, labour and skills are in short
supply and markets are getting fussier.

“Farming has to adjust to survive these
changes. Collaboration is one way of
affording change,” she said.

Examples of collaboration are detailed
in the February 2007 report written by
Street Ryan & Associates. Opportunities
for gaining economies of scale through
collaboration. They include:
■ Share farming

■ Leasing an operating property

■ Machinery sharing

■ Labour sharing
■ Joint or group purchasing of inputs

and technical advice
■ Using contract services
■ Collaborative marketing.

“Another view of doing things differently
is to grow a different crop, aim at niche
markets like organic or halal or add
value to the product like juicing, drying
or pre-prepared,” Mrs Strange said.

Examples of alternative crops and cost
cutting and value adding opportunities
are detailed in the January 2007 report

Pam Strange has joined the Victorian
Department of Primary Industries
in Mildura as the new Horticulture
Facilitator.

Trained as an agricultural scientist,
Mrs Strange has had a varied career
working principally as a production
horticulturist. Through her working
life she has worked for the potato and
vegetable industries in Victoria, South
Australia and New Zealand and more
recently as a fruit crop horticulturalist
for Chiquita and Timbercorp.

Mrs Strange succeeded in achieving
the first EuropGAP accreditation for
an Australian citrus property and
is currently a Director of the South
Australian Citrus Industry Development
Board.

In her new role with the department
Mrs Strange will assist horticultural
industries in the Mildura region adapt to
the challenging economic environment
to better meet customer and market
requirements, understand business
viability and explore different business
models.

Mrs Strange said she was looking
forward to working closely with the
industry organisations within the region
to develop and deliver tools that will
assist these adaptations.

In one of her first communications
with industry Mrs Strange spoke of
collaboration and opportunities for
adjustment within the horticultural
industries, with the goal to promote
thinking among industry members.

A different way of doing
things – what are the options?
“I was talking to a grower the other day
and suggested that some growers are
really good machinery operators and
maybe less good at growing, marketing
or running the business,” Mrs Strange
said.

“He agreed with me and in fact had
been thinking along similar lines –

prepared by Scholefield Robinson
Mildura. They include:
■ Pomegranates, dates, vital

vegetables, carob, cut flowers,
extracts and oils, figs, garlic, juices

■ Protected horticulture for intensive
food products with extended seasons

■ Organic, halal and other certified
foods

■ Dried foods
■ Juices

“Farming has to change to survive.
There are options and the hard
decisions have to be made now,” Mrs
Strange said.

Both reports can be found on the
Mildura – Murrumbidgee Horticulture
website (http://murraymurrumbidgee.
com.au/).

Contact: Pam Strange

Horticulture Facilitator

Victorian Department of Primary
Industries, Mildura.

Tel: (03) 5051 4571.

New Horticulture Facilitator
gets industry thinking

Pam Strange, Horticulture Facilitator, Victorian DPI.

“Farming has to
adjust to survive these
changes. Collaboration

is one way of
affording change,”

“Farming has to
change to survive.

There are options and
the hard decisions

have to be made now.”
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A Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) meeting in late March saw an
agreement between all Murray-Darling
Basin states on a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on Murray-Darling
Basin Reform.

The agreement sets out a new
partnership for management of
the Murray-Darling Basin where
the Murray-Darling Basin Authority
(MDBA) and the Murray-Darling Basin
Commission (MDBC) will be brought
together as a single institution, to be
known as the MDBA.

The new, independent authority
will be responsible for developing,
implementing and monitoring the Basin
Plan, which will include a sustainable
cap on surface and groundwater
diversions across the basin. The plan
will be delivered in early 2011.

COAG has agreed that the Basin plan
must provide for the critical human
water needs of communities that use
water from the Murray River and its
tributaries as well as a sustainable
horticulture/agriculture industry and
enhanced environmental outcomes.
Under the plan a decision-making
process for determining the method for
securing water for critical human needs
will be established.

This MOU implements sound principles
of Federal-State relations by assigning

the Basin wide planning role to the
MDBA and the Commonwealth Minister,
while providing for clear participation
by Basin states in decision-making and
affirming the autonomy of Basin states
to manage water within catchments.

Unlike the previous Commonwealth
Government’s proposal, states will
have access to funds under new
partnership arrangements for such
things as improved water resource
plans, monitoring and enforcement, and
structural adjustment. However, access
to funds under the $10 billion plan will
be conditional upon achieving agreed
water reform objectives.

In reaching this agreement, the
Commonwealth has agreed in principle
to fund 90% of the project costs, up to
$1 billion of the Stage Two Food Bowl
Project in Victoria, subject to a due
diligence assessment and delivery of
half the gains in additional flows to the
Murray River (around 100 billion litres)
to environmental flows into the Murray
River.

This project will also deliver a volume
of water for farmers equivalent to that
available for environmental flows,
helping ensure the future for Victorian
irrigators. Work would commence in 
2009-10 with the project providing 
signifi cant benefi ts to the economy and 
the environment.

In considering priority projects in 
its due diligence assessment, the 
Commonwealth recognises that in 
states such as New South Wales 
and South Australia, infrastructure is 
privately owned. The Commonwealth 
will work with irrigators in these regions 
to ensure equitable consideration of 
funding proposals. 

The Commonwealth will meet with 
the governments of NSW, Queensland, 
South Australia and the Australian 
Capital Territory to prioritise water 
savings projects in the Murray-
Darling Basin to be funded by the 
Commonwealth.

The Commonwealth has also agreed to 
take on the states’ liabilities under the 
National Water Initiative risk sharing 
arrangements for new knowledge.

COAG has agreed in principle to 
this MOU on Murray-Darling Basin 
Reform and has committed to sign an 
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) at 
the July 2008 COAG meeting.

In the meantime governments 
are consulting with stakeholders 
and have asked offi cials to make 
recommendations on any other 
arrangements required to implement 
this MOU. 

A new approach to 
Murray-Darling Basin reform

Water outlook

South Australia’s Minister for the River 
Murray Karlene Maywald says there is 
now a 50% chance opening allocations 
for the 2008/09 irrigation season will 
be above zero but less than 4%. 

“The latest end of March information 
from the Murray-Darling Basin 
Commission shows that worsening 
conditions across the Basin 
have further impacted upon the 
forecast available resource and 
therefore reduced the opening 
allocation projection for 1 July 
2008,” Minister Maywald said. 

“The opening allocation will depend 
on rainfall in the catchment between 
now and the end of the water year. 

“By mid-May we will have a clearer 
picture of how the 2008/09 water 

year will begin, including fl ows 
and likely opening allocations.” 

At this stage, South Australia has 
been allocated 1070 gigalitres 
in 2007/08 – the lowest volume 
in more than 50 years. 

Infl ows to the River Murray system 
during March were 62GL, compared 
with the average of about 200GL. 

“Since the end of February there 
has been no improvement in the 
amount of water available to South 
Australia,” Minister Maywald said. 

“This is due to the very hot and 
dry conditions experienced during 
March, which resulted in very low 
infl ows and high water loss increased 
drawdown and evaporation. 

“As a result, irrigation allocations 
for the rest of 2007/08 will remain 
unchanged at 32% in South Australia. 

“Our 1070GL allocation for 2007/08 
includes 350GL for consumption and 
720GL for dilution fl ow and losses.” 

Current fl ows over the border to 
South Australia are 2300ML/day, 
compared with the normal April 
entitlement fl ow of 4500ML/day. About 
1400ML/day is fl owing over Lock 1. 

“Flows were increased during 
February and March to meet demand 
during hot weather, yet they were 
still well below the average. 

“While salinity levels above Lock 1 
remain low, salinity below Lock 1 
remains high because of low fl ows. 

Record dry continues to impact South Australia 
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After more than 10 years of low rainfall
and record low inflows, the Victorian
Government has brought forward major
investment decisions to ensure reliable
water supplies for communities now
and into the future.

The government’s long-term planning
also includes developing regional
sustainable water strategies, so that
predicted population patterns, climate
change scenarios, land use and other
factors affecting water availability can
be identified and taken into account.

A sustainable water strategy for the
Northern region is currently being
developed.

A discussion paper outlining water
resources, river health and key
challenges has been released and
local communities informed about
the ongoing consultation process
that will occur over coming months
as the Sustainable Water Strategy is
developed.

The Australian Dried Fruit Association
(ADFA) and other horticultural industry
and community organisations attended
a Northern Region Sustainable Water
Strategy Consultative Committee
briefing in mid-February, 2008.

The consultative committee hoped
that the discussion paper would get
people talking about the possibilities
and options in planning sustainable
and secure water supplies for the
region and provide comment on these
questions:

■ Considering the information
presented in this discussion paper,
how would you like to see the
government plan for the future?

■ Are there any additional options that
the northern region should be looking
at in order to deal with the challenges
presented?

■ What does a successful future look
like in the northern region – what is
the most important action we could
all take to secure the region’s future?

Committee members include
representatives from regional water
corporations, catchment management
authorities, local government, the
Murray-Darling Basin Commission and
groups such as Environment Victoria,
Australian Conservation Foundation,
Victorian Farmers’ Federation,
Northern Victorian Irrigators, United
Dairy Farmers, and the Fruit Growers
Association. ADFA has nominated local

dried grape and wine grape grower,
Tony Martin, as a member of the
Consultative Committee.

Feedback obtained following release
of the discussion paper will be
incorporated into the first draft
strategy, due for release in mid-2008,
and further public comment will be
sought. This feedback will ensure
accurate assessment of the options
and balancing the demands of all water
users and the environment. The final
strategy will be released in early 2009.

Water Minister Tim Holding said he
expects there will be a tremendous
amount of interest from the whole
community on shaping the 50 year
water plan for the north of the state.

The northern region takes in key
agricultural and urban centres including
Bendigo, Shepparton, Mildura, Swan
Hill, Wangaratta and Wodonga as well
as some of Victoria’s most important
river systems including the Murray,
Goulburn, Campaspe, Loddon and
Broken.

Copies of the discussion paper are
available from www.dse.vic.gov.au or
phone 136 186.

Building a sustainable water strategy
for the northern region

Water outlook

Irrigators in the Murray Valley are
encouraged to attend an information
session where they will be told the
facts regarding the water situation
in the Murray-Darling Basin and how
water will be managed by both New
South Wales and Victoria.

Billed as ‘A Murray Valley Perspective
for Irrigators’ the information session
will be held at the Mildura Function
Centre, Number 1 Oval, Mildura on 16
May and will commence at 8:30 am.

This half day session is being
organised by Murray Valley Citrus
Board (MVCB), Australian Dried Fruits
Association (ADFA), Murray Valley Wine
Growers (MVWG) and the Victorian and
NSW Department of Primary Industries
(DPI). The format will be similar to the
previous water information sessions
that have been held with the addition

of information from the Snowy Hydro
scheme.

Speakers will include:

■ David Dreverman, Murray-Darling
Basin Commission

■ David Harris, Snowy Mountains
Hydro-electric Authority

■ Graham Turner Victorian Department
Sustainability and Energy

■ Derek Everson, NSW Department of
Water and Energy

■ Ron Leamon, Lower Murray Water

■ Ian Matheson, First Mildura Irrigation
Trust

■ Col Thompson, Western Murray
Irrigation

■ Charles Thomson, Horticulture
Australia (HAL) Drought information
delivery for horticulture program

■ Jeff Milne, Victorian DPI

Presentations will include information
on the monthly water requirements of
the various crops; the likely allocation
at 1 July, 2008 and subsequent
allocations; the use of carryover
water to maximise water availability
early in the season and its use in risk
management.

It is still early to say that the ‘autumn
break’ isn’t going to occur, but at the
moment the situation is not looking
very good with no significant rainfall
in recent weeks, no runoff into the
catchments and the Dartmouth and
Hume reservoirs at 17% and 8% of
their respective capacities, a similar
position to last year.

All Sunraysia irrigators are urged to
attend this important water information
session to hear directly from those
who manage the Murray River and its
operations.

Irrigators urged to attend information session
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Dry conditions have continued across
the Murray Valley with little rain falling
in March-April.

As a result inflows have subsided to the
record low levels observed in 2006/07
and the amount of water available for
2008/09 is extremely low.

With river levels so low, the priority
is on securing water for basic human
needs in 2008/09.

The New South Wales Department of
Water and Energy report that sufficient
water has been reserved to meet basic
human needs in the NSW Murray Valley
and continues to work with the Senior
Officers Group to ensure all critical
human needs in the southern Murray-
Darling Basin are met.

The delivery of water for stock and
domestic purposes in effluents (creeks)
and many irrigation channels remains
a priority. However due to low water
availability and high losses associated
with providing water throughout these
systems, the delivery of this water from
Hume and Dartmouth dams cannot be
met at present.

The drought water management
strategy aims to reduce losses and
evaporation and keep as much water as
possible in the upper storages. Should
substantial downstream tributary
inflows occur, this water will be used to
supply an earlier replenishment in the
effluent creek systems.

It has been a priority to balance the
water accounts of licence holders
who participated in the critical water
program. It now appears unlikely that
all accounts will be balanced before
the end of the 2007/08 water year.
Unbalanced accounts will be carried
over to 2008/09 with repayment of
outstanding accounts for irrigation
not commencing until high security
allocations reach 50% while for
critical industry users repayment will
commence at 80%.

Carryover
Whilst the Murray Lower
Darling Water Sharing Plan
(WSP) remains suspended,
all water in accounts will
automatically be carried over
into 2008/09, to a maximum of
licensed entitlement. This does
not apply to local water utilities
(town water) or stock and
domestic licences which are
not permitted any carryover.

This means that any water

NSW critical water planning
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Murray-Darling Basin Commission March 2008

Inflows to the River Murray (excluding Menindee and Snowy) Long Term Average
and Selected Water Years.

Storage @ 16 April 2007 Storage @ 14 April 2008

Volume (GL) Percent of capacity Volume (GL) Percent of capacity

Hume Dam 111 8 241 8

Dartmouth Dam 466 10 677 17

Lake Victoria 218 32 286 42

Menindee
Lakes Storage 90 5 584 34

Total volume 885 1788

Table 1. Storage levels in April 2007 and 2008

carried over greater than 100% of
entitlement will be forfeited.

Reinstating the water sharing
plan
Licence holders should be aware that
if there is significant rain over autumn
and winter, then there is a chance that
the WSP could be reinstated.

For this to occur there would need to be
enough water available to NSW Murray
valley users to ensure that;
■ 97% is available for high security

licence holders.
■ Sufficient water is available to deliver

all carryover and supply all stock and
domestic water.

If the WSP is reinstated before 1 July,
then the normal carryover rules in the
WSP will apply.
■ For high security licences, this means

that all carryover will be forfeited.
■ For general security licences, this

means that carryover will be limited
to 50% of their licensed entitlement.

Whether the WSP is suspended or not,
a licence holder cannot have access
to any more than 100% of entitlement
in any year, including allocation plus
carryover unless they purchase
additional water in that year.

If the WSP is reinstated after 1 July,
2008 then individual accounts will be
allocated water up to the maximum of
100% of entitlement.

Compliance
The water contingency planning
program will only work if everyone
adheres to the restrictions and is careful
with all water use. To ensure that the
system is run fairly, the community
should report any suspected breaches
to the Department of Water and
Energy’s Compliance Unit on 1800 633
362 or by email to watercompliance@
dwe.nsw.gov.au.

This information is taken from the NSW
Department of Water and Energy’s
Critical water planning for the Murray
Valley.

“The drought water
management strategy
aims to reduce losses

and evaporation...”
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Table grape industries throughout
the world are adopting new,
deliberately bred varieties with a
trend towards adoption of seedless
types.

Access to these new varieties is
becoming more difficult, particularly
for smaller producers, due to
protection by plant breeders’ rights
(PBR) and/or patents, as well as the
use of exclusive distribution and/or
marketing arrangements.

Expansion of the Australian industry
will be increasingly reliant on locally-
bred varieties suited to Australia’s
climatically diverse production
regions. Furthermore, an alternative
variety to Thompson Seedless is
required which is not susceptible
to berry collapse problems which
have devastated the industry in the
Murray Valley in 1998, 2001 and
2008.

A strategic national alliance with
industry was formed in 1998 to
evaluate CSIRO’s advanced table
grape selections and support
further breeding to develop table
grape varieties suited to Australian
environment and marketing needs.

The project, ‘Table Grapes for the
New Millennium’, was supported by
voluntary contributions from industry
and Horticulture Australia (HAL).

Evaluation of promising selections
also involved collaborators in Western

Australia, Queensland and the Northern
Territory. In addition, it enabled the
inheritance of key traits such as
seedlessness, berry size, berry soluble
solids, yield, maturity time and disease
resistance to be quantified.

Breeding and evaluation of
table grapes: a national program

By Peter Clingeleffer, Belinda McCarthy, Bianca Schreiber, Ian Cameron,
Colin Gordon, David Oag, Geoff Kenna, Steve Sykes and Rob Walker

Figure 2. A. Plantlets from rescued embryos at different stages of development in a controlled environment. B. Conventional
seedlings emerging under glasshouse conditions.

AA BB
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Figure1. Varieties released from the ‘Table Grapes for the New Millennium’ project.
A. M 51-18 (Millennium Muscat™) which is very early ripening and suited to
northern regions, particularly the Carnarvon region of Western Australia. B. M 13-01
(Magic Seedless™), a black seedless grape which is being grown on a limited scale
in most regions.



optimise performance and fruit quality
in the various production regions.

A national project steering committee,
involving industry delegates from all
participating states, the Australian
Table Grape Association (ATGA),
research collaborators, HAL and CSIRO
Plant Industry provides input into the
development of breeding strategies
and the adoption and commercial
development of new varieties.

Developing new table grape
progeny
Emphasis in the project is placed on
development of seedless grapes. Hence,
in-ovulo embryo rescue techniques

Breeding strategies were geared to
develop seedless and disease resistant
varieties with an emphasis on early
and/or late maturing varieties, to extend
the harvest season, as well as those
that produce fruits with long storage
life to allow access to more distant
markets.

Fifteen selections were evaluated at a
national level in key production regions.
Five selections were identified for
large-scale commercial evaluation and
potential release with PBR protection.

Provisional PBR has been granted
and commercial release strategies
implemented for the white early
ripening seeded muscat selection, M
51-18 (Millennium MuscatTM, Figure 1A)
and the black seedless selection, M 13-
01 (Magic SeedlessTM, Figure1B).

The project was completed in 2004,
although an extension until 2008
has enabled ongoing management
and commercial assessments to be
completed for some promising types,
in particular M 51-18 (Millennium
MuscatTM) grown in the Carnarvon
region of Western Australia.

A national project, ‘Unique Australian
table grapes for the 21st century’
commenced in January 2004. It aims to
address specific market requirements
in terms of key consumer based quality
traits.

The project involves development of
new progeny through breeding with an
emphasis on seedless types, evaluation
of existing material developed in the
first project (1998-2004) and for the
more advanced types, application of
modern management practices to

in tissue culture are routinely used to
recover new hybrids from seedless
x seedless crosses to produce new
progeny for field assessment (Figure
2A).

In most seasons about twenty seedless
x seedless crosses are made at
flowering in spring.

Further crosses between seeded and
seedless parents are also included,
targeting early and late ripening types
and disease resistance (Figure 2B). The
latter includes crosses to introduce
genes for disease resistance to enhance
powdery and downy mildew resistance
in table grape breeding lines.

In addition, mutation breeding which
aims to induce seedlessness have been
conducted with Red Globe with 1300
irradiated plants established in the field
(Figure 3).

Seedling progeny evaluation
Each season, seedling vines from CSIRO
table grape breeding populations are
evaluated against key criteria and
placed in cool rooms to assess potential
for long-term storage and transport.

Promising selections are multiplied as
own-rooted or grafted vines (Figure
4A). Top-working onto existing vines is
also used to speed up the evaluation
process (Figure 4B).

A large proportion of these selections
have come from seedlings established
since 1999 as part of the ‘Table Grapes
for the New Millennium’ project and
include those from crosses made

31

Figure 3. Single node cuttings (A) from irradiated Red Globe established into a high
density field planting (B).

AA BB

Figure 4. Field grafting (A) and top-working (B) of new selections for evaluation.

AA BB

■ CONTINUED ON PAGE 36 ■
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ripening white muscat type and a mid
season white type with large crisp
berries have already been identified as
having significant potential for further
development (Figure 6).

A number of other white selections with
characteristics similar to Thompson
Seedless have also shown promise.

Conclusion
A national approach to table grape
breeding and evaluation has been
conducted for 10 years. The breeding
component of this work, particularly
with seedless x seedless crosses and
disease resistant crosses has generated
new genotypes which have been
established in the field for evaluation in
the current project, and in future studies.

A number of seedless selections have
been identified from these breeding
lines with significant potential for
further evaluation and commercial
development. These include a number
of white seedless selections which, if
adopted in the longer term could reduce
the reliance on Thompson Seedless
which is susceptible to berry collapse.

The national evaluation of selections
with high potential in the major growing
regions has enabled assessment to be
conducted under the diverse range of

between seedless parents
using in-ovulo embryo
rescue techniques.

A range of new selections is
shown in Figure 5.

In season 2008, particular
attention has been given to
identifying white seedless
selections with similar
characteristics to Thompson
Seedless without obvious
symptoms of berry collapse.

National evaluation
of selections
The national evaluation of advanced
selections in the major growing regions
is a key component of the project.

In total, more than twenty seedless
selections have been identified for this
purpose since 2004, with harvest dates
ranging from mid January to late March
when grown in the Murray Valley.

Progress varies between regions
depending on vine age, industry
requirements and techniques for
establishment of the advanced
selections.

Management techniques to manipulate
yield and quality of these selections
(ie. bunch thinning and trimming and
gibberellic acid (GA) treatment) have
been applied with top-worked vines and
in own-rooted multiplication blocks on
CSIRO sites in the Murray Valley and
Department of Agriculture and Food –
Western Australian (DAFWA) sites in
Carnarvon and Wokalup.

Selections for evaluation in key table
grape regions in the eastern states are
grafted on rootstocks including Ramsey,
1103 Paulsen, Freedom, 140 Ruggeri,
Schwarzmann.

Sites have been established at Emerald
and St George in Queensland and at
Ti-Tree in Northern Territory.

Two seedless selections, an early

climatic conditions used for table grape
production in Australia.

A national project steering committee
provides input into the development
of breeding strategies, the adoption
and commercial development of new
varieties and ensures that the interests
of all Australian table grape growers
and stakeholders are met.
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Figure 6. Highly promising seedless selections identified for further development
as part of the national evaluation. A. Promising mid-season crisp selection, shown
under assessment in Western Australia. B. Very early ripening, large berried muscat
type. C. A crisp, mid-season selection with elongated berries.
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Figure 5. Range of promising seedless hybrid selections (without GA) identified in recent
seasons. White selections may offer an alternative to Thompson Seedless.
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100 snails: the fruit was rejected by
processors.

Hand sifting fruit to remove the snails is
time consuming and can be expensive if
you need to pay someone to do it.

A more preferable option would be to
take preventative action such as baiting.

In autumn and early winter, snails are
active and feeding on the ground. This
is the ideal time for baiting. Growers
who choose to wait will fight a loosing
battle as snails move into the vines and
potentially into the fruit at harvest.

It’s been a tough season for growers
so why not take time out and visit the
Mildura Horticultural Field Days before
getting into the swing of pruning for
next season?

The field days are to be held at Mildura
TAFE, Benetook Avenue, Mildura on 27
and 28 May.

With over 100 exhibitors focused on
horticulture, and a special emphasis
on viticulture, the field days are a
great opportunity to see the latest in
machinery and equipment and to catch
up with fellow growers and industry
colleagues.

With water at the forefront of all
growers’ minds, growers can find the
latest information on water conservation
and management practices and related
irrigation equipment will be on display.

Agronomic, financial and business
planning advisory services have
indicated that they will attend this year.
This will give growers the opportunity to
obtain advice from the various agencies
all in the one convenient location.

Snails – an ongoing problem
Despite drought conditions, snails have
been a major problem for some growers
this season.

The presence of snails in fruit may be
costly.

Penalties of $100 and $200 per tonne
were charged this season for detections
of 1-5 snails per bin (snails A) and 6-10
snails per bin (snails B).

Some bins were heavily contaminated
and were reported to have up to

Bait applications should be timed to
coincide with either an irrigation or
expected rainfall in order to get the
snails active and feeding.

Vineyard floor and undervine banks
which have been left undisturbed for
many years provide the ideal habitat
for snail eggs to hatch and create an
unwanted build up of snails. Snails can
lay multiple batches of eggs between
autumn and spring. Each batch of
eggs takes about two weeks to hatch,
meaning that snail numbers can build
up quickly if not controlled.

If the snail population continues to
increase, growers may consider
disturbing the egg beds by knifing
undervine banks and using a blade
plough in the inter row space; this will
maximise mulch retention as well as
helping minimise snail numbers.

Spiked weed seeds in fruit
Spiked weed seeds have again been
detected in some fruit this season
and led to the rejection of that fruit by
processors.

Three cornered jack or spinney emex
(Emex australis) is usually a winter
growing weed.

Seeds of three cornered jack generally
germinate during autumn and early
winter. Growers should look for
germinating seeds and kill the young
seedlings for effective control.

It is important to take action now,
especially since some grower’s
drought strategies are that a cover
crop will not be grown this season
and as a consequence there will be no
competition for the newly germinating 3
cornered jack seedlings.
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Around the block

Take time out at Mildura field days

When left undisturbed, snails can produce multiple generations in one season.

Kill three cornered jack plants while they are young and before seeds set.

“Hand sifting fruit to
remove the snails is
time consuming and
can be expensive.”
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Trade directory

NANGILOC COLIGNAN FARMS NURSERIES
We take pride in our quality.
Field grown grafted vines,
1 and 2 year old on a range of
rootstocks.

Tel:

Email: wullrich@ncf.net.au

Contact Werner on:

0428 293 040
0350 291623

Mobile:

The experienced team for all your
advertising requirements anywhere in

Australia and New Zealand

talk to our media representatives

Let me! plan, produce and manage your advertising

For advertising in

Phone: (03) 5021 0671 - (03) 5021 5302

2 Lainie Court, Mildura
4A Eaton Place, Oakleigh

Regional office:

Melbourne offfice:

Noel Hiscock
0417 350657 advert9@bigpond.net.au

Geoff Bell
0417 577953 belladv@bigpond.net.au

Bobbie Pappin
0438 210676 bpappin@bigpond.com



www.beyondblue.org.au

Depression is common – one in five Australians will experience
the illness during their lifetime. Depression is an illness that
can be treated and needs to be checked out.

To find out more visit our website or call the info line.

1300 22 4636

“I didn’t want people
to think I was weak.

I’m a man
                and men don’t get
              depression.”




